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Foreword
This European Standard EN 1993, Eurocode 3: Design of steel structures, has been prepared by Technical
Committee CEN/TC250 « Structural Eurocodes », the Secretariat of which is held by BSl. CEN/TC250 is
responsible for all Structural Eurocodes.
This European Standard shall be given the status of a National Standard, either by publication of an identical
text or by endorsement, at the latest by November 2005, and conflicting National Standards shall be withdrawn
at latest by .March 20 lO.
This Eurocode

,""0,."",11.",,,

ENV 1993-1-1.

According to the CEN-CENELEC Internal Regulations, the National Standard Organizations of the
following countries are bound to implement these European Standard: Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, Denmark,
France, Germany, Greece,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland and United Kingdom.

Background to the Eurocode programme
In 1
the Commission of the European Community decided on an action programme in the field of
construction, based on article 95 of the Treaty. The objective of the programme was the elimination of
technical obstacles to trade and the harmonization of technical specifications.
\Vithin this action programme, the Commission took the initiative to establish a set of harmonized technical
rules for the design of construction works which, in a first
would serve as an alternative to the national
rules in force in the Member States and, ultimately, would replace them.
For fifteen years, the COlmnission, with the help of a Steering Committee with Representatives of Member
States, conducted the development of the Eurocodes programme, which led to the first generation of
European codes in the 1980s.
In 1989, the Commission and the Member States of the EU and EFTA
on the basis of an agreement]
between the Commission and CEN, to transfer the preparation and the publication of the Eurocodes to CEN
through a series of Mandates, in order to provide them with a future status of European Standard (EN). This
the Eurocodes with the provisions of all the Council's Directives and/or Conunission's
links de
Decisions dealing with European standards
the Council Directive 8911 06/EEC on construction products
- CPD and Council Directives 93/37/EEC, 92/S0/EEC and 89/440/EEC on public works and services and
equivalent EFTA Directives initiated in pursuit of
up the internal market).
The Structural Eurocode programme comprises the following standards generally consisting of a number of
Parts:
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN

1990
]99]
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

Eurocode 0;
Eurocode 1:
Eurocode 2:
Eurocode 3:
Eurocode 4:
Eurocode 5:
Eurocode 6:
Eurocode 7:
Eurocode 8:
Eurocode 9:

Basis of Structural Design
Actions on structures
of concrete structures
Design of steel structures
Design of composite steel and concrete structures
Design of timber structures
Design of masonry structures
Geotechnical
Design of structures for earthquake resistance
Design of aluminium structures

1 Agreement between the Commission of the European Communities and the European Committee for Standardisation (CEN)

concerning the work on EUROCODES for the design of building and civil engineering works (BC/CEN/03/89).
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Eurocode standards
the responsibility of regulatory authorities in each Member State and have
safeguarded their right to determine values related to regulatory safety matters at national level where these
continue to vary from State to State.

Status and field of appJication of eurocodes
The Member States of the EU and EFTA recognize that Eurocodes serve as reference documents for the
following purposes:
as a means to prove compliance of building and civ'il engineering works with the essential requirements
of Council Directive 89/] 06/EEC, particularly Essential Requirement N°l -Mechanical resistance and
stability and Essential Requirement N°2 Safety in case of fire;
as a basis for specifying contracts for construction works and related
-

e]n;~~lr,·e·e',r11·.n

services;

as a framework for drawing up harmonized technicu} specifications for construction products (ENs and

The Eurocodes, as far as they concern the construction works themselves, have a direct relationship with the
Interpretative Documents 2 referred to in Article 12 of the CPD, although they are of a different nature from
harmonized product standards 3. Therefore, technical aspects arising from the Eurocodes work need to be
adequately considered by CEN Technical Committees andlor EOTA Working Groups working on product
standards with a view to achieving full compatibility of these technical specifications with the Eurocodes.
The Eurocode standards provide common structural design rules for everyday use for the design of whole
structures and component products of both a traditional and un innovative nature. Unusual forms of
construction or design conditions are not specifically covered and additional
consideration will be
required by the designer in such cases.

National Standards inlplenlenting Eurocodes
The National Standards implementing Eurocodes will comprise the full text of the Eurocode (including any
annexes), as published by CEN, which may be preceded by a National title page and National foreword, and
may be followed by a National annex.
The National annex may only contain information on those parameters which are left open in the Eurocode
for national choice, known as Nationally Determined Parameters, to be used for the design of buildings and
civil engineering works to be constructed in the country concerned, i.e. :
values andlor classes where alternatives are
in the Eurocode,
values to be used where a symbol only is
in the Eurocode,
country specific data (geographical, climatic, etc.), e.g. snow map,
the procedure to be used where alternative procedures are
in the Eurocode.
It may contain
decisions on the application of informati ve annexes,
references to non-contradictory complementary information to assist the user to apply the Eurocode.

Links between Eurocodes and harmonized technical specifications (ENs and ETAs) for
products

According to Art. 3.3 of the CPD, the essential requirements (ERs) shall be given concrete form in interpretative documents for the
creation of the necessary links between the essential requirements and the mandates for harmonized ENs and ETAGs/ETAs.
:1 According to Ar1. 12 of the CPD the interpn::tQtive documents shall :
a)
give concrete form to the
requirements by harmonizing the terminology and the technical bases and indicating cbsses or levels l'or each
reqlli rernent where
b)
methods
these classes or
or requirement with the technical specifications, methods of calculation and of proof,
tee hn ica I ru les for
design, etc. ;
c)
the l'siablishmenl of harmonized standards and guidelines for European technical approvals.
2

Eurocodes, dej{x;w, playa similar role in the field of the ER I and a part of ER 2.
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There is a need for consistency between the harmonized technical specifications for construction products
4
and the technical rules for works . Furthennore, all the infollnation accompanying the CE Marking of the
construction products which refer to Eurocodes should clearly mention which Nationally Determined
Parameters have been taken into account.

National annex for EN 1993-1-8
This standard gives alternative procedures, values and recOlIDnendations with notes indicating where national
choices may have to be made. The National Standard implementing EN 1993-1-8 should have a National
Annex containing all Nationally Determined Parameters for the design of steel structures to be constructed in
the reJevant country.
National choice is allowed in EN 1993-1-8 through:
2.2(2)
1.2.6 (Group 6: Rivets)
3.1.1(3)
3.4.2( I)
5.2.1(2)
6.2.7.2(9)

Art.3.3 and Art.12 orlhc CI)D.

well as clauses 4.2,4.3.1,4.3.2 and 5.2 of ID 1.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Scope

(1)

This part of EN 1993 gives design methods for the design of joints
~ S355, S420, S450 and S460
loading using steel grades S235,

1.2

Normative references

to predominantly static

This European Standard incorporates by dated or undated reference, provisions tiOln other publications.
These normative references are cited at the appropriate places in the text and the publications are listed
hereafter. For dated references, subsequent amendments to or revisions of any of these publications apply to
this European Standard, only when incorporated in it by amendment or revision. For undated references the
latest edition of the publication referred to applies (including amendments).

1.2.1

Reference Standards, Group 1: Weldable structural steels

EN 10025-1 :2004

Hot rol1ed products of structural steels. General technical delivery conditions

EN 10025-2:2004

Hot rolled products of structural stee1s. Technical delivery conditions for non-alloy
structural steels

EN 10025-3:2004

Hot rolJed products of structural steels. Technical delivery
normalized/normalized rolled weldable fine grain structural steels

conditions

for

EN ] 0025-4:2004

Hot rolled products of structural steels. Technical delivery
thermomechanical rolled weldable fine grain structural steels

conditions

for

EN J 0025-5:2004

Hot rolled products of structural steels. Technical delivery conditions for structural
steels with improved atmospheric corrosion resistance

EN ] 0025-6:2004

Hot rolled products of structural steels. Technical delivery conditions for flat products
of high yield strength structural steels in quenched and tempered condition

1.2.2

Reference Standards, Group 2: Tolerances, dimensions and technical delivery
conditions

EN J 0029: 1991

Hot rolled steel plates 3 111m thick or above - Tolerances on dimensions, shape and
mass

EN J0034: 1993

Structural steel 1- and H-sections - Tolerances on shape and dimensions

EN 10051:1991

Continuously hot-rolled uncoated plate, sheet and strip of non-alloy and alloy steels Tolerances on dimenSIons and shape

EN 10055:J995

Hot rolled steel equal flange tees with radiused root and toes
tolerances on shape and dimensions

EN 10056-1:1995

Structural steel equal and unequal leg angles Part 1: Dimensions

EN 10056-2: 1993

Structural steel equal and unequal leg angles - Part 2: Tolerances on shape and
dimensions

EN 10164:1993

Steel products with improved deformation properties perpendicular to the surface of
the product Technical delivery conditions

1.2.3

Reference Standards, Group 3: Structural hollow sections

EN 10219-1: 1997

8
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EN ]0219-2:1997

Cold formed welded structural hollow sections of non-alloy and fine grain steels
2: Tolerances, dimensions and sectional properties

EN 10210-1:1994

Hot finished structural hollow sections of non-alloy and fine grain structural steels Part 1: Technical delivery requirements

EN 10210-2:]997

Hot finished structural hollow sections of non-alloy and fine grain structural steels Part 2:
dimensions and sectional properties

1.2.4

Part

Reference Standards, Group 4: Bolts, nuts and washers

EN 14399-1 :2002

High strength structural bolting for preloading Pali 1 : General Requirements

EN 14399-2:2002

strength structural bolting for preloading Part 2 : Suitability Test for preloading

EN 14399-3:2002

High strength structural bolting for preloading Part 3 : System HR -Hexagon bolt and
nut assemblies

EN 14399-4:2002

High strength structural bolting for preloading - Part 4 : System HY -Hexagon bolt
and nut assemblies

EN 14399-5:2002

High strength structural bolting for preloading - Part 5 : Plain washers for system HR

EN 14399-6:2002

High strength structural bolting for preloading - Part 6 : Plain chamfered washers for
systems HR and HY

EN ISO 898-1: 1999

Mechanical properties of fasteners made of carbon steel and alloy steel Part]: Bolts,
screws and studs (ISO 898-1: 1999)

EN 20898-2: 1993

Mechanical properties of fasteners - Part 2: Nuts with special proof load
Coarse thread (ISO 898-2: 1992)

EN ISO 2320: 1997

Prevailing torque type steel hexagon nuts
(ISO 2320: 1997)

EN ISO 4014:2000

Hexagon head bolts Product grades A and B (ISO 4014:1999)

EN ISO 4016:2000

Hexagon head bolts Product grade C (ISO 40] 6: 1999)

EN ISO 4017:2000

Hexagon head screws - Product

EN ISO 4018:2000

Hexagon head screws - Product

E\IIS0 4032:2000

Hexagon nuts, sty Ie 1 - Product grades A and B (ISO 4032: 1999)

EN ISO 4033:2000

Hexagon nuts, style 2 - Product grades A and B (ISO 4033: 1999)

EN ISO 4034:2000

Hexagon nuts - Product

EN ISO 7040:1997

Prevailing torque
8 and] 0

EN ISO 7042: 1997

Prevailing torque all-metal hexagon nuts,

EN ISO 7719:1997

Prevailing torque type all-metal hexagon nuts, style 1 - Property classes 5, 8 and 10

ISO 286- 2: 1988

ISO system of limits and fits
deviations for hole and shafts

ISO 189]:1979

Bolts, screws, nuts and accessories
edition

EN ISO 7089:2000

Plain washers- Nominal series- Product grade A

EN ISO 7090:2000

Plain washers, chamfered Normal series - Product grade A

EN ISO 7091 :2000

Plain washers - Normal series - Product grade C

EN ISO 10511: 1997 Prevailing torque

values-

Mechanical and performance requirements

A and B (ISO 4017: 1999)
C (ISO 4018: 1999)

C (ISO 4034: 1999)
nuts (with non-metallic insert), style 1 - Property classes 5,
2 - Property classes 5, 8, 10 and 12

Part 2: Tables of standard tolerance grades and limit
Terminology and nomenclature

Trilingual

hexagon thin nuts (with non-metallic insert)

EN ISO 10512:1997 Prevailing torque type hexagon nuts thin nuts, style J, with metric fine pitch threadProperty classes 6, 8 and ] 0
EN ISO 10513: 1997 Prevailing torque type all-metal
Property classes 8, 10 and 12

Uv".....

,..,~JH

nuts, style 2, with metric fine pitch thread -
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1.2.5

Reference Standards, Group 5: Welding consumable and welding

EN 12345: 1998

Welding-Multilingual terms for welded joints with illustrations. September 1998.

EN ISO 14555: 1998

Welding-Arc stud welding of metallic materials. May 1995

EN ISO 13918: 1998

Welding-Studs for arc stud welding-January 1997

EN 288-3: 1992

Specification and approval of welding procedures for metallic materials. Part 3:
Welding procedure tests for arc welding of steels. ] 992

EN ISO 5817:2003

Arc-welded joints in steel- Guidance for quality levels for imperfections

1.2.6

Reference Standards, Group 6: Rivets

NOTE: information may be given in the National Annex.

1.2.7

Reference Standard, Group 7: Execution of steel structures

EN 1090-2

Requirements for the execution of steel structures

1.3

Distinction between Principles and Application Rules

(l)

The rules in EN 1990 clause 1.4 apply.

1.4 Terms and definitions
(1)

The following terms and definitions apply:

1.4.1
basic component (of a joint)
Part of a joint that makes a contribution to one or more of its structural properties.
1.4.2
connection
Location at which two or more elements meet. For design purposes it is the assembly of the basic
components required to represent the behaviour during the transfer of the relevant internal forces and
moments at the connection.
1.4.3
connected member
Any member that is joined to a supporting member or element.
1.4.4
joint
Zone where two or more members are interconnected. For design purposes it is the assembly of all the basic
components required to represent the behaviour during the transfer of the relevant internal forces and
moments between the connected members. A beam-to-column joint consists of a web pane] and either one
connection (single sided joint configuration) or two connections (double sided joint configuration), see
Figure 1. 1.
1.4.5
joint configuration
Type or layout of the joint or joints in a zone within which the axes of two or more inter-connected members
intersect, see Figure 1.2.
1.4.6
rotational capacity
10
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The angle through which the joint can rotate for a given resistance level without failing.

1.4.7
rotational stiffness
The moment required to produce unit rotation in a joint.

1.4.8
structural properties (of a joint)
Resistance to internal forces and moments in the connected members, rotational stiffness and
capacity.

rotation

1.4.9
uniplanar joint
In a lattice structure a uniplanar joint connects members that are situated in a single plane.

2

Joint

=

web panel in shear + connection

a) Single-sided joint configuration

Left joint = web panel in shear + left connection
Right joint = web panel in shear + right connection
b) Double-sided joint configuration

1 web panel in shear
2 connection
3 components (e.g. bolts, endplate)

Figure 1.1: Parts of a beam-to-column joint configuration
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1

....
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."

'1 :

..'

.-..
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·1 :

3

3

Single-sided beam-fo-column joint
cOl?figuration;
2

........ 2

•• iii.

Double-sided beam-lo-colllm11
joint configuration,

iii • • • • • -

." .. 4 3

..

~ ~)
1 - - - - - - - - - - + - 1 ' -.•••

;2.

...."

_.... -

~.,.

.... ..,5

"

Beam splice;

4

Column splice,·

5

Column base.

.

....':'.:.J

~~.-:r

a) Major-axis joint configurations

-

V-

l

I
----'

r-

Double-sided beam-to-column
jOint configuration

Double-sided beam-to-beam
joint configuration

b) Minor-axis joint configurations (to be used only for balanced moments Mb1 ,Ed

Figure 1.2: Joint configurations
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1.5

Symbols

(1)

The following symbols are used in this Standard:

d

IS

the nominal bolt diameter, the diameter of the pin or the diameter of the fastener;

do

is

the hole diameter for a bolt, a rivet or a pin;

IS

the hole size for the tension
generally the hole diameter, but for a slotted holes perpendicular
to the tension face the slot length should be used;

d o.\

is

the hole size for the shear face, generally the hole diameter, but for slotted holes parallel to the
shear face the slot length should be used;

de

is

the clear depth of the coiunID web;

dm

is

the mean of the across points and across flats dimensions of the bolt head or the nut, whichever is
smaller;

IS

the design value of the Hertz pressure;

i~lr

is

the specified ultimate tensile strength of the rivet;

e,

is

the end distance from the centre of a fastener hole to the adjacent end of any part, measured in the
direction of load transfer, see Figure 3.1;

ez

is

the edge distance from the centre of a fastener hole to the adjacent edge of any part, measured at
right angles to the direction ofload transfer, see Figure 3.1;

e3

is

the distance from the axis of a slotted hole to the adjacent end or edge of any part, see Figure 3. J ;

e4

is

the distance from the centre of the end radius of a slotted hole to the adjacent end or edge of any
part, see Figure 3.1;

is

the effective length of fillet weld;

n

IS

the number of the friction surfaces or the number of fastener holes on the shear face;

PI

is

the spacing between centres of fasteners in a Ene in the direction ofload transfer, see Figure 3.1;

Pl,O

IS

the spacing between centres of fasteners in an outer line in the direction of load transfer, see
Figure 3.1;

PLi

is

the spacing between centres of fasteners in an inner line in the direction of load transfer, see
Figure 3. J;

pz

is

the spacing 111easured perpendicular to the load transfer direction between adjacent lines of
fasteners, see Figure 3.1;

r

is

the bolt row number;

NOTE: In a bolted connection with more than one bolt-row in tension, the bolt-rows are numbered
starting [rom the bolt-row furthest from the centre of compression.

Ss

IS

the length of stiff bearing;

ta

is

the thickness of the angle cleat;

Ire

is

the thickness of the col unm flange;

tp

IS

the thickness of the plate under the bolt or the nut;

tw

is

the thickness of the web or bracket;

twe

is

the thickness of the column web;

A

is

the gross cross-section area of bolt;

Ao

is

the area of the rivet hole;

Ave

IS

the shear area of the column, see EN 1993-1-1;

is

the tensile stress area of the bolt or of the anchor bolt;
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Av..:1'f is

the effective shear area;

Bp,Rd

lS

the design punching shear resistance ofihe bolt head and the nut

E

is

the elastic modulus;

]S

the deslgn preload force;

is

the design tensile force per bolt for the ultimate limit state;

lS

the design tension resistance per bolt;

Fr,Rd

1S

the tension resistance of an equivalent T-stub llange;

F v. Rd

is

the

is

the design bearing resistance per bolt;

is

the

is

the design slip resistance per bolt at the ultimate limit state;

is

the design shear force per bolt for the serviceability limit state;

F v. hl

is

the design shear force per bolt for the ultimate limit state;

Mj,Rd

is

the design moment resistance of a joint;

Sj

is

the rotational stiffness of a joint;

is

the initial rotational stiffness of a joint;

is

the plastic shear resistance of a column web panel;

z

is

the lever arm;

~l

is

the sl ip factor;

q)

is

the rotation of a joint.

Fs.Rd.scr

Fs. Rd

shear resistance per bolt;
slip resistance per bolt at the serviceability limit state;

The fol1owing standard abbreviations for hollow sections are used in section 7:
CHS for "circular hollow section";
RHS for "rectangular hol1ow section", which in this context includes square hollow sections.
gap g

overlap ratio

(q/p) x 100 %

9

~->ii

.

.--E.>

'p

(a) Definition of gap

(b) Definition of overlap

Figure 1.3: Gap and overlap jOints

(3)
Av

14

The following symbols are used in section 7:
is

the cross-sectional area of member i (i = 0, 1,2 or 3);

is

the shear area of the chord;

is

the effective shear area of the chord;
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L

IS

A1jp,i,Rd iS

IS

the

length of a member;

the design value of the resistance of the joint, expressed in terms of the in-plane internal moment
in member i (i = 0, 1,2 or
the design value of the in-plane internal moment in member i (i = 0, I, 2 or

is the design value of the resistance of the joint, expressed in terms of the ollt-or-plane internal
moment in member i (i 0, 1, 2 or 3);
IS

the design value of the out-of-plane internal moment in member i (i

0, 1, 2 or 3);

IS

the design value of the resistance of the joint, expressed in terms of the internal axial force in
member i (i 0,1,2 or 3);

N i .Ed

IS

the

WcLi

is

the elastic section modulus of member i (i

WpLi

IS

the plastic section modulus of member i (i = 0, 1, 2 or 3);

bi

is

the overall out-of-plane width ofRHS member i (i

is

the effective width for a brace member to chord connection;

is

the effective width for an overlapping brace to overlapped brace connection;

lS

the effective width for punching shear;

is

the width of a plate;

IS

the effective width for the web of the chord;

d-I

is

the overall diameter of CHS member i (i

dw

IS

the depth of the web of an I or H section chord member;

e

is

the eccentricity of a joint;

.!b

IS

the buckling strength of the chord side \vall;

fyj

is

the yield strength of member i (i

is

the yield strength of a chord member;

is

the gap between the brace members in a K or N joint (negative values of g represent an overlap
q); the gap g is measured along the length of the connecting face of the chord, between the toes
of the adjacent brace members, see Figure 1.3(a);

hi

is

the overall in-plane depth of the cross-section of member i (i = 0, 1, 2 or 3);

hz

IS

the distance between centres of

k

IS

a factor defined in the relevant table, with subscript g, m, n or p;

IS

the buckling length of a memt)er;

P

is

the length of the projected contact area of the overlapping brace member onto the face of the
chord, in the absence of the overlapped brace member, see Figure 1.3(b);

q

is

the length of overlap, measured at the face of the chord, between the brace members in a K or N
joint, see Figure] .3(b);

r

is

the root radius of an I or H section or the corner radius of a rectangular hollow section;

tr

is

the Hange thickness of an I or H section;

ti

is

the wall thickness of member i (i

tp

is

the thickness of a plate;

Iw

is

the web thickness of an I or H section;

a

IS

a factor defined in the relevant table;

e

is

the included angle between brace member

K

is

a factor defined where it occurs;

J.1

is

a factor defined in the relevant table;

qJ

is

the angle between the planes in a multiplanar joint.

bp

j

value of the internal axial force in member i (i

0, 1, 2 or 3);

0, 1,2 or 3);

0, 1, 2 or 3);

0, 1, 2 or 3);

0, 1, 2 or 3);

of the effective width parts of a rectangular section beam

0,1,2 or 3);

and the chord (i

1, 2 or 3);
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(4)

The integer subscripts used in section 7 are defined as follows:
IS

an integer subscript used to designate a member of a joint, i = 0 denoting a chord and i = I, 2 or
3 the brace members. In joints with two brace members, i = 1 normally denotes the
compression brace and i = 2 the tension brace, see Figure lA(b ). For a single brace i = 1
whether it is subject to compression or tension, see Figure lA(a);

i andj are integer subscripts used in overlap type joints, i to denote the overlapping brace member and j to
denote the overlapped brace member, see Figure lA( c).
(5)

The stress ratios used in section 7 are defined as follows:

11

is

the ra ti 0

((JO.l'-d ([yo)

I YM5

(used for RHS chords);

is

the ra ti 0

((Jp.l::d (1;'0)

I )'M5

(used for CHS chords);

(J1l.Ed

IS

the maximum compressive stress in the chord at a joint;

(Jp,Ed

is

the value of (JO,Ed excluding the stress due to the components parallel to the chord axis of the
axial forces in the braces at that joint, see Figure lA.

(6)

The geometric ratios used in section 7 are defined as follows:

f3

is

the ratio of the mean diameter or width of the brace members, to that of the chord:
for T, Y and X joints:

d

b

d

l
l
-l ' - o
r-

do 'bo

bo

for K and N joints:

dl + d2

dl + d2

2 do

2 bo

b

+b

+hl

+h

2

l
2
or ------------------4 bo

for KT joints:

ell

+d 2

dl

+d]

+d2 +d3

~--~-~-

or

bl

+b 2

+b3

+hl

3 bo
is

the ratio bi/b p ;

Y

is

the ratio o[ the chord width or diameter to twice its wall thickness:

b

2 to

2 to

+h3

6 bo

fJp

do

+h2

~----~--~----~--~----~

b

- - ; - o- o r -o-

'7

is

2

If

the ratio of the brace member depth to the chord diameter or width:

hi

hi

do

bo

-or-

~

'7p

IS

the ratio hJb p;

)O\'

is

the overlap ratio, expressed as a percentage (}co\, = (q/p) x lOO%) as shown in figure 1.3(b);

)'ov.lilll

is

the overlap for which shear between braces and chord face may become critical. Q§]

(7)

Other symbols are specified in appropriate clauses when they are used.
NOTE: Symbols [or circular sections are given in Table 7.2.
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a) Joint with single brace member
MO,Ed

MO,
Np,Ed

1

~I

\

~"""'---~/~-71-,~~~~~~·-·J/··

b) Gap joint with two brace members

o

c) Overlap joint with two brace members

Figure 1.4: Dimensions and other parameters at a hollow section lattice girder
joint
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2

Basis of design

2.1

Assumptions

(1)

The design methods given in this part of EN 1993 assume that the standard of construction is as
specified in the execution standards given in 1.2 and that the construction materials and products used
are those specified in EN 1993 or in the relevant material and product specifications.

2.2

General requirements

I§) (l)P

(2)

All joints shall have a design resistance such that the structure is capable of satisfYing all the basic
design requirements
in this Standard and in EN 1993-1-l. @1]
The partial

factors

YM

for joints are given in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Partial safety factors for joints
Resistance of members and cross-sections

)IMO , YM 1

and

YiV12

see EN 1993-1-1

Resistance of bolts
Resistance of rivets
Resistance of pins

YM2

Resistance of welds
Resistance of plates in
Slip resistance
- at ultimate limit state (Category C)
- at serviceability limit state (Category B)
Iit:a

!t resistance of an injection bolt

Resistance of joints in hollow section lattice girder
Resistance of pins at serviceability limit state

YM3
VM3.ser

YM4

IY~15
IY:V16,scr

Preload of high strength bolts

YM7

Resistance of concrete

Yc

see EN 1992

NOTE: Numerical values for JIM may be defined in the National Annex. Recommended values are as
1 ; YM3 J
and )",13,scr = 1,1 ; )'M4 = 1,0 ; )'M5 = 1,0 ; y.t.,16.scr = ] ,0 ; YM7 1,1.
follows:
(3)P

Joints subject to fatigue shall also satisfy the principles given in EN J 993-] -9.

2.3

Applied forces and moments

I§) (I)P The forces and moments applied to joints at the ultimate limit state shall be determined according to
the principles in EN 1993-] -1. @1]

2.4

Resistance of joints

(l)

The resistance of a joint should be determined on the basis of the resistances of its basic components.
Linear-elastic or elastic-plastic analysis may be used in the design of joints.
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(3)

Where fasteners with different stilTnesses are used to carry a shear load the fasteners with the highest
stiffness should be designed to carry the design load. An exception to this design method is given in
3.9.3.

2.5

Design assumptions

~ (l)P

Joints shall be designed on the basis of a realistic assumption of the distribution of internal forces
and moments. The following assumptions shall be used to determine the distribution of forces:
(a)

the internal forces and moments assumed in the analysis are in equilibrium with the forces and
moments applied to the joints,

(b)

each element in the joint is capable of resisting the internal forces and moments,

(c)

the deformations implied by this distribution do not exceed the deformation capacity of the
fasteners or welds and the connected parts,

(d)

the assumed distribution of internal forces shall be realistic with regard to relative stilTnesses
within the joint,

(e)

the deformations assumed in any design model based on elastic-plastic analysis are based on
rigid body rotations and/or in-plane defonnations which are physically possible, and

([)

any model used is in compliance with the evaluation of test results

EN 1990).@il

(2)

The application rules given in this part satisfy 2.S( 1).

2.6

Joints loaded in shear subject to impact, vibration and/or load reversal

(l)

\Vhere a joint loaded in shear is subject to impact or significant vibration one of the following jointing
methods should be used:
welding
bolts with locking devices
preloaded bolts
injection bolts
other types ofbol1 which effectively prevent movement of the connected parts
rivets.

(2)

Where slip is not acceptable in a joint (because it is subject to reversal of shear load or for any other
reason), preloaded bolts in a Category B or C connection (see 3.4), fit bolts (see 3.6.]), rivets or
welding should be used.

(3)

For wind and/or stability bracings, bolts in Category A connections (see 3.4) may be used.

2.7

Eccentricity at intersections

(1)

\Vhere there is eccentricity at intersections, the joints and members should be designed for the
resulting moments and forces, except in the case of particular types of structures where it has been
demonstrated that it is not necessary, see 5.] .5.

(2)

In the case of joints of angles or tees attached by either a single line of bolts or two lines of boJts any
possible eccentricity should be taken into account in accordance with 2.7(1). In-plane and out-of-plane
eccentricities should be detel1uined by considering the relative positions of the centroidal axis of the
member and of the setting out line in the p1ane of the connection (see Figure 2.1). For a single angle in
tension connected by bolts on one
the simplified design method given in 3.10.3 may be used.

NOTE: The effect of eccentricity on angles lIsed as web members in compression is given in
EN 1993-1-1, Annex BB 1.2.
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1 Centroidal axes
2 Fa.r.,'teners
3 Setting out lines

Figure 2.1: Setting out lines

3

Connections made with bolts, rivets or pins

3.1
3.1.1

Bolts, nuts and washers
General

(])

All boHs, nuts and washers should comply with 1.2.4 Reference Standards: Group 4.

(2)

The rules in this Standard are valid for the bolt classes given in Table 3.1.

(3)

The yield strengthf~b and the ultimate tensile strength!ub for bolt classes 4.6,
5.6,5.8,6.8, 8.8 and
J0.9 are given in Table 3.1. These values should be adopted as characteristic values in design
calculations.

Table 3.1: Nominal values of the yield strength tyb and the ultimate tensile
strength tub for bolts
Bol1 class

4.6

4.8

5.6

5.8

6.8

8.8

10.9

lf~b (N/111m2)

240

320

300

400

480

640

900

/:Ib (N/mlll)

400

400

500

500

600

800

1000

NOTE: The National Annex may exclude certain bolt classes.

3.1.2

Preloaded bolts

(1)

Only bolt assemblies of c]asses 8.8 and 10.9 conforming to the requirements given in 1.2.4 Reference
Standards: Group 4 for High Strength Structural Bolting for preloading with controlled tightening in
accordance with the requirements in 1.2.7 Reference Standards: Group 7 may be used as preloaded
bolts.

3.2

Rivets

(1)

The material properties, dimensions and tolerances of steel rivets should comply with the requirements
given in 1.2.6 Reference Standards: Group 6.
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3.3 Anchor bolts
(1)

The following materials may be used for anchor bolts:
Steel grades conforming to 1.2.1 Reference Standards: Group] ;
Steel grades conforming to 1.2.4 Reference Standards: Group 4;
Steel

used for reinforcing bars conforming to EN 10080;

provided that the nominal yield strength does not exceed 640
required to act in shear and not more than 900 N/mn12 otherwise.

when the anchor bolts are

3.4 Categories of bolted connections
3.4.1
(1)

Shear connections
Bolted connections loaded in shear should be designed as one of the following:

a) Category A: Bearing type
In this category bolts from class 4.6 up to and including class 10.9 should be used. No preloading and
special provisions for contact surfaces are required. The design ultimate shear load should not exceed
the design shear resistance, obtained from 3.6, nor the design bearing resistance, obtained from 3.6 and
3.7.

b) Category B: Slip-resistant at serviceability limit state
In this category preloaded bolts in accordance with 3.] .2(1) should be used. Slip should not occur at
the serviceability limit state. The design serviceability shear load should not exceed the design slip
reslstctnC,e, obtained from 3.9. The design ultimate shear load should not exceed the design shear
resistance, obtained from 3.6, nor the design bearing resistance, obtained from 3.6 and 3.7.

c) Category C: Slip-resistant at ultimate limit state
In this category preloaded bolts in accordance \V·ith 3.1.2(1) should be used. Slip should not occLir at
the ultimate limit state. The design ultimate shear load should not exceed the design slip
obtained from
nor the design bearing resistance, obtained from 3.6 and 3.7. In addition for a
connection in tension, the design plastic resistance of the net cross-section at bolt holes
6.2
of EN 1993-1-1), should be checked, at the ultimate limit state.
The design checks for these connections are summarized in Table 3.2.

3.4.2
(l)

Tension connections
Bolted connection loaded in tension should be designed as one of the following:

a) Category D: non-preloaded
In this category bolts fro111 class 4.6 up to and including class 10.9 should be used. No preloading is
required. This category should not be used where the connections are frequently subjected to
variations of tensile loading. However, they may be used in connections designed to resist normal
wind loads.

b) Category E: preloaded
In this category preloaded 8.8 and ] 0.9 bolts with controlled tightening in conformity with 1.2.7
Reference Standards: Group 7 should be used.
The

checks for these connections are summarized in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Categories of bolted connections
Criteria

Category

Remarks

Shear connections
A
bearing type

No pre]oading required.
Bolt classes from 4.6 to 10.9 may be used.

B
slip-resistant at serviceability

Pre loaded 8.8 or 10.9 bolts should be used.
For slip resistance at serviceability see 3.9.

C
slip-resistant at ultimate

Fv.'Cd
Fv.'Cd

~

~LFv,Ed

S;

Preloaded 8.8 or 10.9 bo1ts should be used.
For slip resistance at ultimate see 3.9.
see 3.4.1(1) c).

Tension connections
D
non-preloaded

No preloading required.
Bolt classes from 4.6 to 10.9 may be used.
see Table 3.4.

E
pre]oaded

Preloaded 8.8 or 10.9 bolts should be used.
Bp,Rd see Table 3.4.

The design tensile force F[,Ed should include any force due to prying action, see 3.] L Bolts subjected to
both shear force and tensile force should also satisf the criteria Given in Table 3.4.
NOTE: I f preload is not explicitly used in the
for execution purposes or as a quality measure
specified in the National Annex.
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3.5

Positioning of holes for bolts and rivets

(1)

Minimum and maximum spacing and end and edge distances for bolts and rivets are
3.3.

(2)

Minimum and maximum spacing, end and
1993-1-9.

in Table

to fatigue, see EN

distances for structures

Table 3.3: Minimum and maximum spacing, end and edge distances
Distances and
spacings,
see
3.1

Maximum l )

Minimum

Structures made from steels conforming to
EN 10025 except steels conforming to
EN 10025-5
Steel exposed to the
weather or other
corrosive influences

End distance el

1,2do

4f+40 mm

Edge distance

l,2do

4t

Distance
in slotted holes
Distance e4
in slotted holes

1,5do

4)

1,5do

4)

Spacingpi
Spacingpl.o
Spacingpl.i
SpacingJh
I)

5)

3)

2,4do

Maximum values for spacings,

Steel not exposed 10
the weather or other
corrosive influences

S1eelused
unprotected
The larger of
8t or ]25 m111
The larger of
81 or 125 mm

40 111m

The smaller of
14/0r 200 mm
The smaller of
14f or 200 111m
The smaller of
28t or 400 111m
The smaller of
14t or 200 mm

Structures made from
steel s conforming to
EN 10025-5

The smaller of
]4/or 200 mm

The smaller of
14tmin or ] 75 111m

The smaller of
14t or 200 mm

The smal1er of
14/m in or ] 75 111111

and end distances are unlimited, except in the following cases:

for compression members in order to avoid local hllckhng and to prevent corrosion in
members (the limiting values are given in the table) and;
for exposed tension members ~ to prevent corrosion (the limiting values are

exposed
in the

table). @i)
The local buckling resistance of the plate in compression between the fasteners sbould be calculated
according to EN 1993-1-1 using 0,6 PI as buckling length. Local buckling between the fasteners
need not to be checked if p/t is smaller than 9 e . The edge distance should not exceed the local
.t
buckling requirements for an oLitstand element in the compression
see EN 1993-1-1. The
end distance is not affected by this lC:YU1H:.:IllC:U
3)

t is the thickness of the thinner outer connected part.

4)

The dimensional limits for slotted holes are given in 1.2.7 Reference Standards: Group 7.

5)

For staggered rows of fasteners a minimum line spacing
minimum distance, L, between any two fasteners is

1,2do may be used, provided that the
3.1b).
or equal than 2,4do, see
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1-.J~~--~i;;9---e---9---e--

. 'i3 'i3 '~ '0
-tf~--?'~--?'~--~'~--~~---

Staggered Rows affasteners
b) Symbols for stalggered spacing

a) Symbols for spacing of fasteners

I P1

1-[+-+-. +----r-+ --+\
.

jl-'-----·+-1---O!-- P1.i

--

2-

PI

S;

14 t and

200 mm

P2 S;

14 t and s; 200 mm

Pl,O

s; 14 t and

S;

200 nun

J outer rGH'
c)

P1.i

28 t and S; 400111111

2 inner row

d) Staggered spacing in tension members

spacing in compression members

e) End and edge distances for slotted holes

Figure 3.1: Symbols for end and edge distances and spacing of fasteners

3.6
3.6.1
(1)

Design resistance of individual fasteners
Bolts and rivets
The design resistance for an individual fastener subjected to shear and/or tension is given in Table 3.4.
For preloaded bolts in accordance with 3.
calculations should be taken as:

the design preload,

,to be used in

1)
NOTE: \Vhere the preload is not lIsed in design calculations see note to Table 3.2.
(3)
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for bolts with cut threads, such as anchor bolts or tie rods fabricated from round steel bars where the
threads comply with EN 1090, the relevant values from Table 3.4 should be used. For bolts with cut
threads where the threads do not comply with EN 1090 the relevant values from Table 3.4 should be
multiplied by a factor of 0,85.
(4)

The design shear resistance Fv,RcI given in Table 3.4 should only be used where the bolts are lIsed in
holes with nominal clearances not exceeding those for normal holes as specified in 1.2.7 Reference
Standards: Group 7.

(5)

MI2 and M14 bolts may also be used in 2 mm clearance holes provided that the design resistance of

the bolt group based on bearing
is less than or equal to~the design resistance of the bolt group
based on bolt shear. In addition for class
5.8, 6.8, 8.8 and 10.9 bolts the design shear resistance
should be taken as 0,85 times the value given in Table 3.4.
(6)

fit bolts should be designed using the method for bolts in normal holes.

(7)

The thread of a fit bolt should not be included in the shear plane.

(8)

The length of the threaded portion of a fit bolt included in the bearing length should not exceed 1/3 of
the thickness of the plate, see Figure 3.2.

(9)

The hole tolerance used for fit bolts should be in accordance with 1.2.7 Reference Standards: Group 7.

(10)

In single lap joints with only one bolt row, see figure 3.3, the bolts should be provided with washers
under both the head and the nut. The design bearing resistance
for each bolt should be limited to:
dtI

... (3.2)

)fM2

NOTE: Single rivets should not be used in single lap joints.

(11)

In the case of class 8.8 or 10.9 bolts, hardened washers should be used for
one bolt or one row of bolts.

lap joints with only

(12)

Where bolts or rivets transmitting load in shear and bearing pass through packing of total thickness tp
greater than one-third of the nominal diameter d, see Figure 3.4, the design shear resistance F v • Rd
calculated as specified in Table 3.4, should be multiplying by a reduction factor fJp given by:

9d

... (3.3)

(13)

For double shear connections with packing on both sides of the splice, tp should be taken as the
thickness of the thicker packing.

(lA)

Riveted connections should be designed to transfer shear forces. If tension is present the design tensile
force
should not exceed the design tension resistance Ft,Rd
in Table 3.4.

(15)

for grade S 235 steel the "as driven" value ofj~II' may be taken as 400 N/m1112.

(16)

As a general rule, the grip length of a rivet should not exceed

for hammer riveting and

for

press riveting.
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Figure 3.2: Threaded portion of the shank in the bearing length for fit bolts

Figure 3.3: Single lap joint with one row of bolts

I

+
+
+
+

+

+
+
+

I
I

Figure 3.4: Fasteners through packings
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Table 3.4: Design resistance for individual fasteners subjected to shear and/or
tension
Failure mode

Rivets

Bolts

Shear resistance per shear
rM2

rM2

- where the shear plane passes through the
threaded portion of the bolt (A is the tensile stress
area of the bolt
for classes 4.6~ 5.6 and 8.8:
a y = 0,6
- for classes 4.8, 5.8, 6.8 and 10.9:
a y 0,5
- where the shear plane passes through the
un threaded portion of the bolt (A is the gross cross
section of the boJt): U y 0,6
tle<Ullllg resistance

1).2).

or 1,0;

where ab is the smallest of ad ;
in the direction of load transfer:
- for end bolts:

ad =

3do

; for inner bolts: ad

perpendicular to the direction of load transfer:
~-for

-1,7,1,4

bolts: kl is the smallest of

-1,7and

do
- for inner bolts:

kl is the smallest of 1,4 P2 -1,7 or 2,5

do
0,6

Tension resistance

r M2
where
otherwise

rM2

k2
k2

0,63 for countersunk bolt,
0,9.

Punching shear resistance
Combined shear and
tension
I)

/ )1M2

No check needed

---~1,0

The bearing resistance Fb,Rd for bolts
in oversized holes is 0,8 times the bearing resistance for bolts in normal holes.
-

in slotted holes, where the longitudinal axis of the slotted hole is perpendicular to the direction of
the force transfer, is 0,6 times the bearing resistance for bolts in round, normal holes,

For countersunk bolt:
-

thickness t equal to the thickness of the
the bearing resistance F b. Rd should be based on a
connected plate minus half the depth of the countersinking.
for the determination of the tension resistance
the angle and depth of countersinking should
conform with 1.2.4 Reference Standards: Group 4, otherwise the tension resistance
should
be adjusted accordingly.

3}

the bearing resistance may be verified separately
When the load on a bolt is not parallel to the
for the bolt load com onents )arallel and normal to the end.
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3.6.2

Injection bolts

3.6.2.1

General

(1)

Injection bolts may be used as an alternative to ordinary bo1ts and rivets for category A, Band C
connections specified in 3.4.

(2)

fabrication and erection details for injection bolts are given in ] .2.7 Reference Standards: Group 7.

3.6.2.2

Design resistance

(1)

The design method
in 3.6.2.2(2) to 3.6.2.2(6) should be used for connections with injection bolts
of class 8.8 or J 0.9. BoH assemblies should conform with the requirements given in 1.2.4 Reference
Standards: Group 4, but see 3.6.2.2(3) for when pre loaded bo1ts are used.

(2)

A connection should not exceed the smaller
The
ultimate shear load of any bolt in a
of the following: the design shear resistance ~ of the bolt or a group of bolts as obtained ~ from
3.6 and
the design bearing resistance of the resin as obtained from 3.6.2.2(5).

(3)

Preloaded injection bolts should be Llsed for category Band C comlections, for which preloaded bolt
assemblies in accordance with 3.1.2(1) should be used.

(4)

The design serviceability shear load of any bolt in a category B connection and the design ultimate
shear load of any bolt in a category C connection should not exceed the design slip resistance of the
bolt as obtained from 3.9 at the relevant limit state plus the design
resistance of the resin as
obtained from 3.6.2.2(5) at the relevant limit state. In addition the design ultimate shear load of a bolt
in a category Bore connection should not exceed either the design shear resistance of the bolt as
obtained from 3.6, nor the
bearing resistance of the bolt as obtained 1'ro1113.6 and 3.7.

(5)

The
equation:

bearing resistance of the resin,

may be determined according to the following

F b,Rd.rcsin
1:\44

where:
1S

/1

the

strength of an injection bolt

is a coefficient depending of the thickness ratio of the connected plates as given in Table 3.5
and figure 3.5
is the bearing strength of the resm to be determined according to the 1.2.7 Reference
Standards: Group 7.

(6)
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tlHl',;in

is the effective bearing thickness of the resin,

in Table 3.5

kl

1S

k,

is taken as 1,0 for holes with normal clearances or (1,0 0,1 111), for oversized holes

!I1

is the difference (in 111m) between the normal and oversized hole dimensions. In the case of
short slotted holes as specified in 1.2.7 Reference Standards: Group 7, 111 = 0, 5 . (the difference
(in 111m) between the hole length and width).

1,0 for serviceability limit state (long duration)
is 1,2 tor ultimate limit state

When calculating the
resistance of a bolt with a clamping length exceeding 3d, a value of not
more than 3d should be taken to determine the effective bearing thickness
(see figure 3.6).
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~t'
t1

~
1,33
1,0

t2

°1

°2
1.0

2.0

Figure 3.5: Factor B as a function of the thickness ratio of the connected plates

Table 3.5: Values of 13 and

tb,resin

jJ
2,0
1,0

t]/12

1,0

2,0

1,0
1,66 - 0,33 (tl /
1,33

2 t2

1.5 d

< 1,5 d
t1 S:.
d
tl

Figure 3.6: Limiting effective length for long injection bolts

3.7

Group of fasteners

(l)

The design resistance of a group of fasteners may be taken as the sum of the design bearing resistances
of the individual fasteners provided that the
shear resistance }~"Rd of each individual
fastener is greater 1han or equal to the design bearing resistance F b. Rd . Otherwise the design resistance
of a group of fasteners should be taken as the number of fasteners multiplied by the sma]]est design
resistance of any of the individual fasteners.

3.8

Long joints

(l)

\\1here the distance Lj between the centres of the end fasteners in a joint, measured in the direction of
force transfer
Figure 3.7), is more than 15 d, the design shear resistance F\,.Rd of all the fasteners
calculated according to Table 3.4 should be reduced by multiplying it by a reduction factor flu, given

J-

-15d
200d

... (3.5)
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but
(2)

],0 and

ftLf

2: 0,75

The provision in 3.8(1) does not apply where there is a uniform distribution of force transfer over the
length of the joint, e.g. the transfer of shear force between the web and the flange of a section.
L'

I~

-j

J

s---- F
Lj

l~~~--~~·~!

I-

LJ

-,

F....-}~:~~~!ln~:
nt.!llllnlc:!;i;h~~U~o:t:H:t::tm~:I:s~ F
Figure 3.7: Long joints
3.9

Slip-resistant connections using 8.8 or 10.9 bolts

3.9.1
(l)

Design Slip resistance
The design slip resistance of a pre10aded class 8.8 or 10.9 bolt should be taken as:
~ ... (3.6a)@11

r

... (3.6b)@11
where:

(2)

ks

is

given in Table 3.6

n

is

the number of

J1

is the slip factor obtained either
specific tests for the friction surface in accordance with
1.2.7 Reference Standards: Group 7 or when relevant as given in Table 3.7.

the friction planes @11

For class 8.8 and 10.9 bolts conforming with 1.2.4 Reference Standards: Group 4, with controlled
tightening in conformity with 1.2.7 Reference Standards: Group 7, the preloading force Fp,c to be used
in equation (3.6) should be taken as:
... (3.7)

0,7fllb

Table 3.6: Values of ks
Description
Bolts in normal holes.
Bolts 111 either oversized holes or short slotted holes with the axis of the slot
perpendicular to the direction of load transfer.
Bolts in long slotted holes with the axis of the slot perpendicular to the direction of load
transfer.
Bolts in short slotted holes with the axis of the slot parallel to the direction of load
transfer.
Bolts in long slotted holes with the axis of the slot parallel to the direction of load
transfer.
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1,0
0,85

0,76
0,63
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Table 3.7: Slip factor, 1-1, for pre-loaded bolts
Class of friction surfaces
1.2.7 Reference
Standard: Group 7)

Slip factor II

A

0,5

B

0,4

C

0,3

D

0,2

NOTE 1: The requirements for testing and inspection are given in 1.2.7 Reference Standards:
Group 7.
NOTE 2: The classification of any other surface treatment should be based on test specimens
representative of the surfaces used in the structure using the procedure set out in 1.2.7
Reference Standards: Group 7.
NOTE 3: The definitions of the class of friction surface are given in 1.2.7 Reference
Standards: Group 7.
NOTE 4: With painted surface treatments a loss of pre-load may occur over time.

3.9.2
(1)

Combined tension and shear
If a slip-resistant connection is subjected to an applied tensile force,
or
in addition to the
tending to produce slip, the design slip resistance per bolt should be taken
shear force, F v •Ed or
as follows:

)

for a category B connection:

... (3.8a)

Y,\'!J,ser

for a category C connection:

(2)

3.9.3
(1)

... (3.8b)

If, in a moment connection, a contact force on the compression side counterbalances the applied
tensile force no reduction in slip resistance is required.

Hybrid connections
As an exception to 2.4(3) , preloaded class 8.8 and 10.9 bolts in connections designed as slip-resistant
at the ultimate limit state (Category C in 3.4) may be assumed to share load with welds, provided that
the final tightenjng ofthe bolts is canied out after the welding is complete.

3.10 Deductions for fastener holes
3.10.1 General
(1)

Deduction for holes in the member design should be made according to EN 1993-1 1.
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3.10.2 Design for block tearing
(1)

Block tearing consists of failure in shear at the row of bolts along the shear face of the hole group
accompanied by tensile rupture along the line of bolt boles on the tension face of the bolt group.
Figure 3.8 shows block tearing.

(2)

For a symmetric bolt group subject to concentric loading the design block tearing resistance,
given by:

IYM2 + (l I ';3) lv

IS

... (3.9)

where:

(3)

A nl

is

net area subjected to tension;

Am

IS

net area subjected to shear.

For a bolt group subject to eccentric loading the design block shear tearing resistance
by:
:-(11

AI1\'

J

r.r---r-

2

1
2
3
4

small tension force
large shear
small shearforce
large tensionforce

Figure 3.8: Block tearing
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3.10.3 Angles connected by one leg and other unsymmetrically connected members in tension
(1)

The eccentricity in joints, see 2.7(1), and the effects of the spacing and
should be taken into account in determining the design resistance of:

distances of the bolts,

unsymmetrical members;
symmetrical members that are connected unsYIIDlletrically, such as angles connected by one leg.

(2)

A single angJe in tension connected by a
row of bolts in one
see Figure 3.9, may be treated
as concentrically loaded over an effective net section for which the design ultimate resistance should
be determined as follows:
with 1 bolt:

11)

... (3.12)

with 2 bolts:

with 3 or more bolts:

... (3.13)

N u. Rd
YM2

where:

fJ2 and fJ3 are reduction IJlctors dependent on the pitch PI as given in Table 3.8. For intermediate values
of PI the value of fJ may be determined by linear interpolation;
Ancl

is the net area of the angle. For an unequal-leg
connected by its smaJler leg, And should
be taken as equal to the net section area of an equivalent equal-leg angle of
size equal to that
of the smaller leg.

Table 3.8: Reduction factors
Pitch

PI

2 bolts

fJ2

3 bolts or more

do

P2 and P3
5,0 do

0,4

0,7

0,5

0,7
a) 1 bolt
b) 2 bolts
c) 3 bolts

(a)

1

I

I\...6 ••

P1

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.9: Angles connected by one leg
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3.10.4 lug angles
(1)

The Lug angle shown in Figure 3.10 connects angle members and their fasteners to a gusset or other
supporting part and should be designed to transmit a force 1,2 times the force in the out stand of the
angle connected.

(2)

member should be
The fasteners connecting the
angle to the outstand of the
transmit a force] ,4 times the force in the outstand of the angle member.

(3)

connecting a channel or a similar member should be
the force in the channel Hanges to which they are attached.

(4)

The fasteners connecting the lug angle to the channel or similar member should be designed to
transmit a force 1,2 times the force in the channel
which they connect.

(5)

In no case should less than
supporting part.

(6)

The connection of a lug
to a gusset plate or other supporting part should terminate at the end of
the member connected. The connection of the lug angle to the member should rlln irom the end of the
or other supporting parL
member to a point beyond the direct connection of the member to the

t\VO

~~,,.,.., .. _~

U,",':!JF",J.J,",U

to

to transmit a force 1,1 times

bolts or rivets be used to attach a lug angle to a

or other

Figure 3.10: Lug angles

3.11 Prying forces
(1)

\Vhere rasteners are required to carry an applied tensile
additional force due to prying action, where this can occur.

they should be designed to resist the

NOTE: The rules given in 6.2.4 implicitly account for prying forces.

3.12 Distribution of forces between fasteners at the ultinlate limit state
(1)

\Vhen a moment is applied to a joint, the distribution of internal forces may be either linear (i.e.
proportional to the distance from the centre of rotation) or plastic, (Le. any distribution that is in
equilibrium is acceptable provided that the resistances of the components are not exceeded and the
ductility of the components is sufficient).

(2)

The elastic linear distribution of internal forces should be used for the following:
when bolts are Llsed creating a category C slip-resistant connection,
in shear connections where the design shear resistance
resistance F b. Rd ,

F",Rd

of a fastener is less than the

where connections are subjected to impact, vibration or load reversal (except wind loads).
(3)
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\.\fhen a joint is loaded by a concentric shear only, the load may be assumed to be uniformly
distributed amongst the fasteners, provided that the size and the class of fasteners is tbe same.
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3.13 Connections made with pins
3.13.1 General
(I)

Wherever there is a risk of pins becoming loose, they should be secured.

(2)

Pin connections in which no rotation is required may be
as
bolted connections,
of the pin is less than 3 times the diameter of the pin, see 3.6.1. for all other
provided that the
cases the method
in 3.13.2 should be followed.

(3)

In pin-connected members the
should satisfy the dimensional

ge()Jm~trv

of the unstiffnened element that contains a hole for the pin
given in Table 3.9.

Table 3.9: Geometrical requirements for pin ended members
Given thickness t

T

~o

-"-it

T
a
Given geometry

~I
T
,.:

~Q

FEd

@\

O.75d o

2.5d o
1,3d o

4-l-O,3d o

0,7

(4)

FEdy MO

fy

do

~

2,5 t

Pin connected members should be arranged such to avoid eccentricity and should be of sufficient size
to distribute the load from the area of the member with the pin hole into the member away from the
pin.

3.13.2 Design of pins
(1)

The

(2)

The moments in a pin should be calculated on the basis that the connected parts form simple supports.
It should be generally assumed that the reactions between the pin and the connected parts are
uniformly distributed along the
in contact on each part as indicated in Figure 3.1].

(3)

If the pin is intended to be replaceable, in addition to the provisions given in 3.] 3.] 10 3.]
contact bearing stress should satisfy:

requirements for solid circular pins are given in Table 3.1 O.

the

... (3.] 4)
where:
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ah,ld

= 0,59]

... (3.15)

~Jll,Rd=

(3.] 6)

\vhere:
d

is the diameter of the pin;

do

is the diameter of the pin hole;

@l] is the
value of the force to be transferred in bearing, under the characteristic load
combination for serviceability limit states.

Table 3.10: Design criteria for pin connections
Failure mode

Design requirements

Shear resistance of the pin

F v.Rd

Bearing resistance of the plate and the pin

If the pin is intended to be replaceable this
re uirement should also be satisfied.
Bending resistance of the pin
If the pin is intended to be replaceable this
re uirement should also be satisfied.

MRd,scr

Combined shear and bending resistance of the pin

M Ed
[ }VIR"

d

IS

./;,

is

.I:ljJ

is

the ultimate tensile strength of the pin;

is

the yield strength of the pin;

is

the thickness of the connected parl;

is

the cross-sectional area of a in.

A
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the diameter of the pin;
the lower ofihe yield strengths @l] of the pin and the connected part;
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Figure 3.11: Bending moment in a pin
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4

Welded connections

4.1

General

(l)

The provisions in this section apply to weldable structural steels conforming to EN 1993-1-] and to
material thiclmesses of 4 mm and over. The provisions also apply to joints in which the mechanical
properties of the weld metal are compatible with those of the parent metal, see 4.2.
For welds in thinner material reference should be made to EN 1993 part 1.3 and for welds in structural
ho]lO\\/ sections in material thicknesses of 2,5 mm and over guidance is
section 7 of this
Standard.
For stud welding reference should be made to EN 1994-1-1.

NOTE: Further guidance on stud welding can be found in EN ISO 14555 and EN ISO 139] 8.
~ (2)P \Velds subject to fatigue shall also satisfy the principles given in EN 1993-1-9. @il

(3)

Quality level C according to EN ISO 25817 is usually required, if not otherwise specified. The
Crequency of inspection of \velds should be specified in accordance with the rules in 1.2.7 Reference
Standards: Group 7. The quality level of welds should be chosen according to EN ISO 25817. For the
quality level of welds llsed in fatigue loaded structures, see EN 1993-1-9.

(4)

Lamellar tearing should be avoided.

(5)

Guidance on lamellar tearing is given in EN 1993-] -] O.

4.2

Welding consumables

(l)

AIJ welding consumables should conform to the relevant standards specified in 1.2.5 Reference
Standards; Group 5.

(2)

The specified yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, elongation at failure and minimum Charpy
V-11otch energy value of the filler metal, should be equivalent to, or better Lhan that specified for the
parent material.

NOTE: Genera]]y it is safe to use electrodes that are overmatched with regard to the steel grades
being used.

4.3
4.3.1

Geometry and dimensions
Type of weld

( I)

This Standard covers the design of fi]]et welds, fillet welds all round, butt welds, plug welds and flare
groove welds. Butt welds may be either full penetration butt \-velds or partial penetration butt welds.
Both fillet welds a]] rollnd and plug welds may be either in circular holes or in elongated holes.

(2)

The most common types of joints and welds are illustrated in EN 12345.

4.3.2
4.3.2.1
(I)
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Fillet welds

General
Fmet welds may be llsed for connecting parts where the fusion faces form an angle of between 60° and
120°.
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(2)

smaller than 60° are also permitted. However, in such cases the weld should be considered to
be a partial penetration butt weld.

(3)

For angles
than l20° the resistance of fiUet welds should be determined by testing
accordance with EN 1990 Annex D: Design by testing.

(4)

Fillet welds finishing at the ends or sides of parts should be returned continuously, full size, around the
length of the weld, unless access or the configuration of
corner tor a distance of at least twice the
the joint renders this impracticable.

111

NOTE: 1n the case of intermittent welds this rule applies only to the last intermittent fillet weld at
corners.
(5)

End returns should be indicated on the drawings.

(6)

For eccentricity of single-sided fillet welds, see 4.12.

4.3.2.2

Intermittent fillet welds

(1)

Intermittent fillet welds should not be used in corrosive conditions.

(2)

In an intermittent fillet weld, the gaps (L I or L z ) between the ends of each length of \veld Lw should
fulfil the requirement
in Figure 4.1.

(3)

In an intermittent finet weld, the gap (LI or L 2) should be taken as the smaller of the distances between
the ends of the welds on opposite sides and the distance between the ends of the welds on the same
side.

(4)

In any run of intermittent fi}]et weld there should always be a length of weld a1 each end of the part
connected.

(5)

In a built-up member in which plates are connected by means of intermittent fillet welds, a continuous
fillet weld should be provided on each side of the plate for a length at each end equal to at least
Figure 4.1).
three-quarters of the width of the narrower plate concerned
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L,

~nbl.
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~t

I~
-:rtl

F,,,

ljb

1.....--

Ij~ ~ ~
The smaller of

i

I

I

I

Lwe 2:: 0,75 band

For build-up members in tension:
The smallest of L1 S; 16 t
and

and

200 mm

For build-up members in compression or shear:
:5 12 t
and
12 t1
The smallest of

and

0,25 b

and

200mm

Figure 4.1: Intermittent fillet welds

4.3.3

Fillet welds all round

(I)

Fillet welds all round, comprising fillet welds in circular or elongated holes, may be used only to
transmit shear or to prevent the buckling or separation of lapped parts.

(2)

The diameter of a circular hole, or width of an elongated hole, for a fillet weld all round should not be
less than four times the thickness of the part containing it.

(3)

The ends of elongated holes should be semi-circular, except for those ends which extend to the edge of
the part concerned,

(4)

The centre to centre spacing of fillet welds all round should not exceed the value necessary to prevent
local buckling, see Table 3.3.

4.3.4

( I)
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Butt welds

A full penetration butt \veld is defined as a weld that has complete penetration and fusion of weld and
parent metal throughout the thickness of the joint.
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(2)

A partia1 penetration butt weld is defined as a we1d that has joint penetration which is less than the ful1
thickness of the parent material.

(3)

Intermittent butt welds should not be used.
For eccentricity in single-sided partial penetration butt \velds, see 4.12.

4.3.5
(l)

Plug welds
Plug welds may be used:
to transmit shear,
to prevent the buckling or separation of lapped parts, and
to inter-connect the components of built-up members
but should not be used to resist externally applied tension.

(2)

The diameter of a circular hole, or width of an elongated hole, for a plug weld should be at least 8 111m
more than the thickness of the part containing it.

(3)

The ends of elongated holes should either be semi-circular or else should have corners which are
rounded to a radius of not less than the thickness of the part containing the slol, except for those ends
which extend to the edge of the part concerned.

(4)

The thickness of a plug weld in parent material up to 16 1ml1 thick should be equal to the thickness of
the parent material. The thickness of a plug weld in parent material over 16 mm thick shou1d be at
least half the thickness of the parent material and not less than 16 mm.
The centre 10 centre spacing of
buckling, see Table 3.3.

4.3.6
(I)

welds should not exceed the value necessary to prevent local

Flare groove welds
For solid bars the design effective throat thickness of flare groove welds, when fitted flush to the
surface of the solid section of the bars, is defined in
4.2. The definition of the design throat
thickness of flare groove welds in rectangular hollow sections is given in 7.3.1(7).

Figure 4.2: Effective throat thickness of flare groove welds in solid sections

4.4
(1)

Welds with packings
In the case of welds with packing, the packing should be trimmed flush with the edge of the part that is
10 be welded.

(2)

Where two parts connected by welding are separated by packing having a thickness less than the leg
length of weld necessary to transmit the force, the required leg length should be increased by the
thickness of the packing.
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(3)

Where two parts connected by welding are separated by packing having a thickness equal to, or
greater than, the leg length of weld necessary to transmit the force, each of the parts should be
connected to the packing by a weld capable of transmitting the design force.

4.5

Design resistance of a fillet weld

4.5.1

Length of welds

(1)

~ The effective length of a fillet weld leif @l] should be taken as the length over which the fillet is
fuJl-size. This maybe taken as the overall length of the weld reduced by twice the effective throat
thickness a. Provided that the weJd is full size throughout its length including starts and terminations,
no reduction in effective length need be made for either the start or the termination of the weld.

(2)

A Rllet \veld with an effective length less than 30 mm or less than 6 times its throat thickness,
whichever is larger, should not be designed to carry load.

4.5.2

Effective throat thickness

(1)

The effective throat thickness , a, of a fillet weld should be taken as the height of the largest triangle
(with equal or unequal legs) that can be inscribed within the fusion faces and the weld surface,
measured perpendicular to the outer side of this triangle, see Figure 4.3.

(2)

The effective throat thickness of a fillet weld should not be less than 3 mm.

(3)

In determining the design resistance of a deep penetration fillet weld, account may be taken of its
additional throat thickness, see Figure 4.4, provided that preliminary tests show that the required
penetration can consistently be achieved.

J

[
Figure 4.3: Throat thickness of a fillet weld

/

Figure 4.4: Throat thickness of a deep penetration fillet weld

4.5.3
4.5.301
(1)
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The design resistance of a fillet weld should be determined using either the Directional method given
in 4.5.3.2 or the Simplified method given in 4.5.3.3.
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4.5.3.2

Directional method

(1)

In this method, the forces transmitted by a unit length of weld are resolved into components parallel
and transverse to the longitudinal axis of the weld and normal and transverse to the plane of its throat.

(2)

The design throat area

(3)

The location of the design throat area should be assumed to be concentrated in the root.

(4)

A uniform distribution of stress is assumed on the throat section of the weld, leading to the normal
stresses and shear stresses shown in Figure 4.5, as follows:

should be taken as

=

La

(T..L is the normal stress perpendicular to the throat
(TIl

is the normal stress parallel to the axis of the weld

T..L

is the shear stress (in the plane of the throat) perpendicular to the axis of the weld

Til

is the shear stress (in the plane of the throat) parallel to the axis of the weld.

Figure 4.5: Stresses on the throat section of a fillet weld
(5)

The normal stress (TIl parallel to the axis is not considered when verifying the design resistance of the
weld.

(6)

The design resistance of the fillet weld will be sufficient if the following are both satisfied:

... (4.1)
where:

(7)

f~

is

the nominal ultimate tensile strength of the weaker part joined;

fJw

is

the appropriate correlation factor taken trom Table 4.1.

Welds between parts with different material strength grades should be designed using the properties of
the material with the lower strength grade.
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Table 4.1: Correlation factor

Pw

for fillet welds

Standard and steel grade

EN 10025
S 235
S 235 W
S 275
S 275 N/NL
S 275 :NI/ML
S 355
S 355 N/NL
S 355 M/ML
S 355 W
S 420 N/NL
S 420 M/ML
S 460 N/NL

S 460 M/ML
S 460 QIQL/QL 1

4.5.3.3
(I)

Correlation factor f3w

EN 10210

EN 10219

S 235 H

S 235 H

0,8

S 275 H
S 275 NH/NLH

S 275 H
S 275 NH/NLH
S 275 NIH/MLH

0,85

S 355 H
S 355 NH/NLH
S 355 .MH/MLH

0,9

S 420MH/MLH

1,0

S 460 NH/NLH
S 460MH/MLH

1,0

S 355 H
S 355 NH/NLH

S 460 NH/NLH

Simplified method for design resistance of fillet ,'veld
Alternatively to 4.5.3.2 the design resistance of a fillet weld may be assumed to be adequate if, at
every point along its length, the resuhant of all the forces per unit
transmitted by Ihe weld
satisfy the fol1owing criterion:

... (4.2)
where:
IS

the design value of the weld force per unit length;

F w .Hd is the
(2)

weld resistance per unit length.

Independent of the orientation of the weld throat plane to the applied force, the design resistance per
unit length
should be determined from:
a

... (4.3)

\,\/here:

j;'w.d

(3)

is the design shear strength of the weld.

The design shear strengthfw.d of the weld should be determined from:

... (4.4)

where:
.1:1 and /J" are defined in 4.5.3.2(6).

4.6
(1)

Design resistance of fillet welds all round
The

4.5.
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4.7
4.7.1
(1)

4.7.2
(1)

Design resistance of butt welds
Full penetration butt welds
The design resistance of a full penetration butt weld should be taken as equal to the design resistance
of the weaker of the parts connected, provided that the weld is made with a suitable consumable which
will produce all-weld tensile specimens having both a minimum yield strength and a minimum tensile
strength not less than those specified for the parent meta1.

Partial penetration butt welds
The design resistance of a partial penetration butt weld should be determined using the method for a
deep penetration fillet weld given in 4.5.2(3).
The throat thickness of a partial penetration butt weld should not be greater than the depth of
penetration that can be consistently achieved, see 4.5.2(3).

4.7.3

T-buttjoints

(1)

The design resistance of a T-butt joint, consisting of a pair of partial penetration butt welds reinforced
by superimposed fillet welds, may be dete1111ined as for a fu]] penetration butt weld (see 4.7.1) if the
total nominal throat thickness, exclusive of the unwelded gap, is not less than the thickness t of the
part forming the stem of the tee joint, provided that the unwe1ded gap is not more than (t I 5) or 3 mm,
whichever is
see ~ Figure 4.6 @lI.

(2)

The design resistance of aT-butt joint which does not meet the requirements given in 4.7 .3( 1) should
in 4.5
be determined using the method for a fillet weld or a deep penetration fillet we1d
depending on the amount of penetration. The throat thickness should be determined in conformity with
the provisions for fiUet welds (see 4.5.2) or partial penetration butt welds
4.7.2) as relevant.

a no111 , I a noll1 ,2 2: t
should be the smaller of tiS and 3 111111

Figure 4.6: Effective full penetration of T -butt welds

4.8

Design resistance of plug welds

(1)

The design resistance Fw,Rd of a plug weld (see 4.3.3) should be taken as:

where
is the design shear strength of a weld given in 4.5.3.3(3);

Aw

is the design throat area and should be taken as the area of the hole.
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4.9

Distribution of forces

(1)

The distribution of forces in a welded connection may be calculated on the assumption of either elastic
or plastic behaviour in conformity with 2.4 and 2.5.

(2)

It is acceptable to assume a simplified load distribution within the welds.

(3)

Residual stresses and stresses not subjected to transfer of load need not be included when checking the
resistance of a weld. This applies specifically to the normal stress parallel to the axis of a weld.

(4)

Welded joints should be designed to have adequate deformation capacity .......
welds should not be relied upon.

(5)

In joints where plastic hinges may form, the welds should be designed to provide at least the same
design resistance as the weakest of the connected parts.

(6)

In other joints where defolll1ation capacity for joint rotation is required due to the possibility of
excessive straining, the welds
sufficient strength not to rupture before general yielding in the
adjacent parent material.

(7)

If the design resistance of an intennittent weld is determined by
shear force per unit length Fw,Ed should be multiplied by the factor

nUfP\1PT

ductility of the

the total length Cot. the weld
see Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Calculation of weld forces for intermittent welds

4.10 Connections to unstiffened flanges
(J)

Where a transverse plate (or beam flange) is welded to a supporting unstiffened
of an I, H or
other
see Figure 4.8, and provided that the condition given in 4.] 0(3) is met, the applied force
resistances as
perpendicular to the unstilTened flange should not exceed any of the relevant
follows:
that of the web of the supporting member of I or H sections as given in 6.2.6.2 or 6.2.6.3 as
appropriate;
those for a transverse plate on a RHS member as given in Table 7.13;
that of the supporting
as given by fonl1ula (6.20) in 6.2.6.4.3(1) calculated assuming the
of the tlange as given in 4.10(2) or
applied force is concentrated over an effective width,
4.1 0(4) as relevant.
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Figure 4.8: Effective width of an unstiffened T -joint
For an unstiffened 1 or H section the effective width beff should be obtained from:
t

H

,

+2s+7ktf

... (4.6a)

where:

... (4.6b)
IS

the yield strength of the

is

the yield

of the I or H section;

of the plate welded to the 1 or H section.

The dimension s should be obtained from:

(3)

for a rolled 1 or H section:

s

=

for a welded I or H section:

s

=

r

.fi a

... (4.6d)

for an unstiffened llange of an I or H section, the following criterion should be satisfied:

... (4.7)

where:
/u.P

IS

the ultimate strength of the plate welded to the 1 or H section;

bp

is

the width of the plate welded to the I or H section.

Otherwise the joint should be stiffened.

(4)

For other sections such as box sections or channel sections where the width of the connected plate is
similar to the width of the flange, the effective width
should be obtained from:
belT =

2t", + 5t1'

NOTE: For hollow
(5)

5 k t1'

but
,,,,,('h"l'1'"

... (4.8)

see Table 7.13.

Even if
bp , the welds connecting the plate to the flange need to be designed to transmit the
assuming a uniform stress distribution.
resistance of the plate bp
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4.11 Long joints
(1)

in lap joints the
resistance of a fillet weld should be reduced by multipJying it by a reduction
factor fiLl\' to allow for the effects of non-uniform distribution of stress along its

(2)

The provisions
in 4.11 do not apply when the stress distribution along the weld corresponds to
as, for example, in the case of a weld connecting the
the stress distribution in the adjacent base
/lange and the web of a plate girder.

(3)

In lap joints longer than 150a the reduction factor fiLw should be taken as
1,2 - O,2L 1(1 50a) but
j

given by:
... (4.9)

fiLw.)::S 1,0

where:
Lj
(4)

is

the overall

For lIIlet welds
reduction factor
J ,1

of the lap in the direction of the force transfer.
than 1,7 metres connecting transverse stiffeners
may be taken as fiL\\2 given by:

117 but fiLw.2::S] ,0 and

ID

plated members, the

... (4.10)

0,6

where:
LIV

is

the length of the weld

4.12 Eccentrically loaded single fillet or single-sided partial penetration butt welds
(I)

Local eccentricity should be avoided whenever it is possible.

(2)

Local eccentricity
in the following cases:

10 the line of action of the force to be resisted) should be taken into account

\\fhere a bending moment transmitted about the longitudinal axis of the weld produces tension at
the root of the weld, see Figure 4.9(a);
Where a tensile force transmitted perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the weld produces a
4.9(b).
bending moment, resulting in a tension force at tbe root of the weld, see
Local eccentricity need not be taken into account if a weld is used as part of a weld group around the
perimeter of a structural hollow section.

(3)

(a)

Bending moment produces tension at the
root of the weld

(b)

Tensile force produces tension at the root of
the weld

Figure 4.9: Single fillet welds and single-sided partial penetration butt welds

4.13 Ang les connected by one leg
(1)

In angles connected by one
the eccentricity of \velded lap joint end connections may be allowed
for by adopting an effective cross-sectional area and then treating the member as concentrically
loaded.

(2)

For an equal-leg angle, or an unequal-leg angle connected by its larger leg, the effective area may be
taken as equal 10 the gross area.
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(3)

For an unequal-leg angle connected by its smaller leg, the effective area should be taken as equal to
the gross cross-sectional area of an equivalent equal-leg angle of leg size equal to that of the smaller
leg, when determining the design resistance of the cross-section, see EN 1993-1-]. However when
determining the design buckling resistance of a compression member, see EN 1993-1-1, the actual
gross cross-sectional area should be used.

4.14 Welding in cold-formed zones
(1)

Welding may be carried out within a length 5t either side of a cold-formed zone, see Table 4.2,
provided that one of the following conditions is fulfilled:
the cold-formed zones are normalized after cold-forming but before welding;
the ";t-ra1io satisfy the relevant value obtained from Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Conditions for welding cold-formed zones and adjacent material
Maximum thickness (111m)
r/t

25
10
3,0
::::: 2,0
::::: 1,5

::::: 1,0

Generally

S1rain due to cold
forming (%)

:::::2
:::::5
::::: 14
::::: 20
S;; 25
S;; 33

Predominantly
static loading

Where fatigue
predominates

any
any
24
12

any
16
12
10
8
4

8
4

Fully killed
Alumini um-killed
steel
(AI> 0,02 %)
any
any
24
12

]0
6

5t

5t

v
~ NOTE Cold fonned hollow sections according to EN 10.219 which do not satisfy the limits given in

Table 4.2 can be assumed to satisfy these limits if these sections have a thickness not exceeding 12,5 mm
MH, MLH, NH or NLH and further satisfy Cs 0,18%, P:::; ,020%
and S :::; 0,012(%.
and are AI-killed with a quality J2H,

In other cases welding is only permitted within a distance of 5t from the corners if it can be shown by tests
that welding is permitted for that particular application. @l]
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5

Analysis, classification and modelling

5.1

Global analysis

5.1.1

General

(1)

The effects of the behaviour of the joints on the distribution of intemal forces and moments within a
structure, and on the overall deformations of the structure, should generally be taken into account, but
where these etTects are sufficiently small they may be neglected.

(2)

To identify whether the effects of joint behaviour on the analysis need be taken into account, a
distinction may be made between three simplified joint models as follows:
simple, in which the joint may be assumed not to transmit bending moments;
continuous, in which the behaviour of the joint may be assumed to have no effect on the analysis;
semi-continuous, in which the behaviour of the joint needs to be taken into account in the
analysis.

(3)

The appropriate type of joint model should be determined from Table 5.1, depending on the
classification orthe joint and on the chosen method of analysis.

(4)

The
moment-rotation characteristic of a joint used in the analysis may be simplified by
adopting any appropriate curve, including a linearized approximation (e.g. bi-linear or tri-linear),
provided that the approximate curve lies wholly below the
moment-rotation characteristic.

Table 5.1: Type of joint model
Method of global
analysis

Classification of joint

Elastic

Nominally pinned

Rigid

Semi-ngid

Klgld··FJastic

Nominally pinned

Full-strength

Partial-strength

Elastic-Plastic

Nominally pinned

Rigid and full-strength

Semi-rigid and partial-strength
Semi-rigid and full-strength
Rigid and partial-strength

Continuous

Semi-continuous

Type of
joint model

5.1.2
(I)

Elastic global analysis
The joints should be classified according to their rotational
The joints should have sufficient
resulting from the analysis.

(3)

lJ.U.ll""",

see 5.2.2.

to transmit the forces and moments acting at the joints

In the case of a semi-rigid joint, the rotational stiffness Sj corresponding to the bending moment
should generally be lIsed in the analysis. If
does not exceed 2/3 A1j ,Rd the initial rotational
stimless
may be taken in the global analysis, see Figure 5.1 (a).
.

/W(j,Ed

(4)

for all
As a simplification to 5.1.2(3), the rotational stiffness lllay be taken as SJ.inJ'1 in the
values of the moment
, as shown in Figure 5.1(b), where '7 is the stiffness modification
coefficient from Table 5.2.
For joints connecting H or J sections Sj is given in 6.3.1.
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a)

Mj,Ed

:s 2/3 Mj,Rd

Figure 5.1: Rotational stiffness to be used in elastic global analysis
Table 5.2: Stiffness modification coefficient 1/
Beam-to-column
joints

Other types of joints
(beam-to-beam
joints, beam splices,
colul1m base joints)

Welded

2

3

Bolted end-plates

2

3

Bolted

2

Type of connection

cleats

Base

5.1.3

-

3

Rigid-plastic global analysis

(1)

The joints should be classified according to their strength, see 5.2.3.

(2)

For joints connecting H or 1 sections A!i,Rd is

(3)

For joints connecting ho1Jow sections the method given in section 7 may be used.

(4)

The rotation capacity of a joint should be sufficient to accommodate the rotations resulting from the
analysis.

(5)

For joints connecting H or J sections the rotation capacity should be checked according to 6.4.

5.1.4

in 6.2.

Elastic- plastic global analysis

(1)

The joints should be classified according to both stiffness (see 5.2.2) and strength

(2)

For joints connecting H or 1 sections Ali.Rd is

in 6.2, SJ is given in 6.3. J and

5.2.3).
~Cd

is given in 6.4.

For joints connecting hollow sections the method given in section 7 may be used.

(4)

The moment rotation characteristic of the joints should be used to determine the distribution of
internal forces and moments.

(5)

As a simplification, the bi-linear
moment-rotation characteristic shown in
adopted. The stiffness modification coefficient '7 should be obtained from Table 5.2.

5.2 may be
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Figure 5.2: Simplified bi-linear design moment-rotation characteristic

5.1.5

Global analysis of lattice girders

(I)

The provisions given in 5.l.5 apply only to structures whose joints are verified according to section 7.

(2)

The distribution of axial forces in a lattice girder may be detennined on the assumption that the
members are connected by pinned joints (see also 2.7).

(3)

Secondary moments at the joints, caused by the rotational stiffnesses of the joints, may be neglected
of the members and in the design of the joints, provided that both of the following
both in the
conditions are satisfied:
the joint geometry is within the range of validity specified in Table 7.1, Table 7.8, Table 7.9 or
Table 7.20 as appropriate;
the ratio of the system length to the depth of the member in the plane of the lattice girder is not
less than the appropriate minimum value. For building structures, the appropriate minimum value
may be assumed to be 6.
values may apply in other parts of EN 1993;
the eccentricity is within the limits specified in 5.1.5(5). @lI

(4)

The moments resulting from transverse loads (whether in-plane or out-of-plane) that are applled
of the members to which they are
between panel points, should be taken into account in the
in 5.1.5(3) are satisfied:
applied. Provided that the conditions
the brace members may be considered as pin-connected to the chords, so moments resulting from
transverse loads applied to chord members need not be distributed into brace members, and vice
versa;
the chords may be considered as continuous beams, with simple supports at panel points.

(5)

Moments resulting from eccentricities may be neglected in the design of tension chord members and
brace members. They may also be neglected in the design of connections if the eccentricities are
within the following limits:

- -0,55 do

0,25 do

... (5.1a)

-0,55 ho

0,25 ho

... (S.1b)

where:

(6)
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IS

the eccentrjcity defined in Figure

do

IS

the diameter of the chord:

ho

is

the depth of the chord, in the plane of the lattice girder.

When the eccentnc1tles are within the limits given in 5.1.5(5), the moments resulting from the
eccentricities should be taken into account in the design of compression chord members. In this case
the moments produced by the eccentricity should be distributed bet ween the compression chord
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members on each side of the joint, on the basis of their relative stiffness coefficients ilL, where L is
the system length of the member, measured between panel points.
(7)

When the eccentricities are outside the limits given in 5.1.5(5), the moments resulting from the
eccentricities should be taken into account in the design of the joints ~ and the members @l1 .
In this case the moments produced by the eccentricity should be distributed bet ween all the members
meeting at the joint, on the basis of their relative stiffness coefficients ilL.

(8)

The stresses in a chord resulting from moments taken into account in the design of the chord, should
also be taken into account in determining the factors km, k n and kp used in the design of the joints,
see Table 7.2to Table 7.5, Table 7.]0 and Table 7.12 to Table 7.14.

(9)

The cases where moments should be taken into account are summarized in Table 5.3.

or

or

or

Figure 5.3: Eccentricity of joints
Table 5.3 Allowance for bending moments
Source of the bending moment
Type of component
Secondary effects

Transverse loading

Eccentricity

Compression chord
Tension chord
Brace member
Joint

Yes
Not if 5.1.5(3)
is satisfied

Yes

~Not

if 5.1.5(3) and (5) are satisfied

Not ifS.J.S(3) and (5) are satisfied
Not if 5.1.5(3) and (5) are satisfied@l1
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5.2

Classification of joints

5.2.1

General

(1)

The details of all joints should fulfil the assumptions made in the relevant
adversely
any other part of the structure.

(2)

Joints may be classified by their stiffness

5.2.2) and by their strength

method, without

5.2.3).

NOTE: The National Annex may
additional information on the classification of joints by their
stiffness and strength to that
in 5.2.2.1 (2).

5.2.2

Classification by stiffness

5.2.2.1
(I)

General
A joint may be classified as rigid, nominally
by comparing its initial rotational stiffness

or semi-rigid according to its rotational stiffness,
with the classification boundaries
in 5.2.2.5.

NOTE: Rules for the determination of Sj,ini for joints connecting H or 1 sections are given in 6.3.1.
Rules for the determination of
for joints connecting hollow sections are not given in this
Standard.

A joint may be classified on the basis of experimental evidence,
performance in similar cases or by calculations based on test evidence.

AV'"Al"·'Ar...... '''

5.2.2.2
(I)

of previous satisfactory

Nominally pinned joints

A nominally pinned joint should be capable of transmitting the internal forces, without

significant moments which might adversely affect the members or the structure as a whole.
(2)

A nominally pinned joint should be capable of

5.2.2.3
(l)

Semi-rigid joints

A joint which does not meet the criteria for a rigid joint or a nominally pinned joint should be
classi fled as a semi-rigid joint.
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of interaction bet\veen members, based on the

Semi-rigid joints should be capable of transmitting the internal forces and moments.

5.2.2.5
(1)

loads.

Rigid joints

NOTE:
joints provide a predictable
design moment-rotation characteristics of the joints.

(2)

the resulting rotations under the

Joints classi fled as rigid may be assumed to have sufficient rotational stiffness to justify analysis based
on full continuity.

5.2.2.4
(l)

U,""'-I.J·H.lJ..l;;,

Classification boundaries

Classification boundaries for joints other than column bases are

in 5.2.2.l(1) and Figure 5.4.
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Zone 1: rigid, if
where:
kb 8 for frames where the bracing system
reduces the horizontal displacement by
at least 80 %
kb 25 for other frames, provided that in every
storey KblKc 2:: 0,1 *)
Zone 2: semi-rigid
All joints in zone 2 should be classified as
semi-rigid.
Joints in zones 1 or 3 may
optionally also be treated as semi-rigid.
Zone 3: nominally pinned, if Sj.ini ~ 0,5 Efb I
*)

For frames where KblKc < 0,1
should be classified as semi-rigid.

the joints

Key:
is
is
is
is
is
is

Kb
Kc
Ib
Ie
Lb
Lc

the
the
the
the
the
the

mean value of 'blLb for all the beams at the top of that storey;
mean value of 'clLc for all the columns in that storey;
second moment of area of a beam;
second moment of area of a column;
span of a beam (centre-to-centre of columns);
storey height of a column.

Figure 5.4: Classification of joints by stiffness
(2)

Column bases may be classified as

provided the following conditions are satisfied:

in frames where the bracing system reduces the horizontal displacement by at least 80 % and
where the effects of deformation may be neglected:

... (5.2a)
if 0,5 < Ao

and

if

and

... (5.2b)
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I Le.

otherwise if

... (5.2e)

... (5.2d)

where:
,,1.0

is the slenderness of a column in which both ends are assumed to be pinned;
are as given in Figure 5.4.

Classification by strength

5.2.3
5.2.3.1
(l)

A joint may be classified as full-strength, nominally pinned or partial strength by comparing its design
moment resistance
with the design moment resistances of the members that it connects. When
classifying joints, the design resistance of a member should be taken as that member adjacent to the
joint.

5.2.3.2

(l)

General

Nominally pinned joints
A nominally pinned joint should be capable of transmitting the internal forces, without developing
significant moments which
adversely affect the members or the structure as a whole.
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(2)

A nominally pinned joint should be capable of accepting the resulting rotations under the design loads.

(3)

A joint may be classified as nominally pinned if its design moment resistance ~.Rd is not greater than

0,25 times the design moment resistance required for a full-strength joint, provided that it also has
sufficient rotation capacity.
5.2.3.3

Full-strength joints

(J)

The design resistance of a full strength joint should be not less than that of the connected members.

(2)

A joint may be classified as full-strength if it meets the criteria given in Figure 5.5.

a) Top of column

b) Within column height

Either

Mj,Rd ~ Mb,pr,Rd

or

Mj,Rd ~ Mc,PCRd

Either

Mj,Rd ~ Mb,PCRd

or

Mj,Rd ~

2 Mc,pf,Rd

Key:
Mb,pf,Rd
Mc,pf,Rd

is the design plastic moment resistance of a beam;
is the design plastic moment resistance of a column.

Figure 5.5: Full-strength joints

5.2.3.4

Partial-strength joints

(I)

A joint which does not meet the criteria for a full-strength joint or a nominally pinned joint should be
classified as a partial-strength joint.

5.3

Modelling of beam-to-colunln joints

(1)

To model the deformational behaviour of a joint, account should be taken of the shear deformation of
the web panel and the rotational deformation of the connections.

(2)

Joint configurations should be designed to resist the internal bending moments Mbl,Ed and M b2 ,lcd,
normal forces Nbl,J::d and N b2 .J::d and shear forces Vb1.Ed and Vb2 ,Ed applied to the joints by the
connected members, see Figure 5.6.

(3)

The resulting shear force Vwp,Ed in the web panel should be obtained using:
Vwp .bl

=

(Alibl,Ed - A1b2 ,Ed)/z - (Vel,Ed - Ve2 ,Ed)/2

... (5.3)

where:

z

is

Llle lever aTln, see 6.2.7.

(4)

To model a joint in a \vay that closely reproduces the expected behaviour, the \veb panel in shear and
each of the connections should be modelled separately, taking account of the internal moments and
forces in the members, acting at the periphery of the web panel, see figure 5.6(a) and figure 5.7.

(5)

As a simplified alternative to 5.3(4), a single-sided joint configuration may be modelled as a single
joint, and a double-sided joint configuration may be modelled as two separate but inter-acting joints,
one on each side. As a consequence a double-sided beam-to-colunm joint configuration has two
moment-rotation characteristics, one for the right-hand joint and another for the left-hand joint.
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(6)

In a double-sided, beam-to-column joint each joint should be modelled as a separate rotational spring,
as shown in Figure 5.8, in which each spring has a moment-rotation characteristic that takes into
account the behaviour of the web pane] in shear as well as the influence of the relevant connections.

(7)

When determining the design moment resistance and rotational stiffness for each of the joints, the
possible influence of the web panel in shear should be taken into account by means of the
transformation parameters fJI and fJ2 , where:
fJl

IS

the value of the transformation parameter fJ for the right-hand side joint;

fJ2

is

the value of the transformation parameter fJ for the left-hand side joint.

NOTE: The transformation parameters /31 and fJ2 are used directly in 6.2.7.2(7) and 6.3 .2(1). They
are also used in 6.2.6.2(1) and 6.2.6.3(4) in connection with Table 6.3 to obtain the reduction factor 0)
for shear.
(8)

Approximate values for fJl and fJ2 based on the values of the bealll moments Mbl ,Ed and Mb2 .I: cI at
the periphery of the web panel, see Figure 5.6(a), may be obtained from Table 5.4.
N j,c2,Ed I

,
/

_

M.

--~C2,Ed

.... V j ,C2,Ed
II
II

'\.,
\

1'' '-

~__ ________ I

r----

rI

N b1.Ed

N J',b2,Ed
,/
----- - ~ '\

j

Mj,b2,Ed\

M b1 ,Ed

====::

~

II
II

::====
II

I

---~::~)(IOO-:-7-II--- 1

====::

Vj,b2.Ed

::

1

N J·•b1 •Ed

\.
\

, ,.-

- .. --

::====, /Mj,b1,Ed
::

\b1,Ed

I

Nj,c1.Ed

a) Values at periphery of web panel

b) Values at intersection of member centrelines

Direction of forces and moments are considered as positive in relation to equations (5.3) and (5.4)

Figure 5.6: Forces and moments acting on the joint

VWP •Ed

....N b1 ,Ed

Vwp,Ed

a) Shear forces in web panel

b) Connections, with forces and moments in beams

Figure 5.7: Forces and moments acting on the web panel at the connections
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Single-sided joint configuration

Double-sided joint configuration

1 Joint
2 Joint 2:
side
3 JO;'11 1: right side

Figure 5.8: Modelling the joint

(9)

As an alternative to 5.3(8), more accurate values of PI and
based on the values of the beam
moments l'1dj •bl .Ed and N~,b2,l:'d at the intersection of the member centrelines, may be determined from
the simplified model shown in
5.6(b) as follows:
:::;2

P2

=

II

A1 j .bl ,fd I

... (5.4a)

... (5.4b)

where:
is the moment at the intersection from the right hand beam;
is the moment at the intersection from the left hand beam.
(] 0)
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the two beams are not equal, the actual distribution of shear stresses in the column web panel should
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Table 5.4: Approximate values for the transformation parameter /J
Type of joint configuration

Action

Value of fJ

/1

fJ

= .Alb2 . Ed
M b2,Ed

(

M b1,Ed

)

M b2.Ed

0
0

In this case the value of

*)

fJ;:::;]

(

\

= 0

fJ

2

fJ

2

fJ is the exact value rather than an approximation.
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6

Structural joints connecting H or I sections

6.1
6.1.1
(1)

General
Basis
This section contains design methods to determine the structural properties of joints in frames of any
type. To apply these methods, a joint should be modelled as an assembly of basic components, see
1.4(1 ).

(2)

The basic components used in this Standard are identified in Table 6.1 and their properties should be
determined in accordance with the provisions given in this Standard. Other basic components may be
used provided their properties are based on tests or analytical and numerical methods supported by
tests, see EN 1990.
NOTE: The design methods for basic joint components given in this Standard are of general
application and can also be applied to similar components in other joint configurations. However the
specific design methods given for determining the design moment resistance, rotational stiffness and
rotation capacity of a joint are based on an assumed distribution of internal forces for joint
configurations indicated in Figure 1.2. For other joint configurations, design methods for determining
the design moment resistance, rotational stiffness and rotation capacity should be based on appropriate
assumptions for the distribution of internal forces.

6.1.2

6.1.2.1

Structural properties

Design moment-rotation characteristic

(1)

A joint may be represented by a rotational spring c0Ill1ecting the centre lines of the connected
members at the point of intersection, as indicated in Figure 6.l(a) and (b) for a single-sided beam-tocolumn joint configuration. The properties of the spring can be expressed in the form of a design
moment-rotation characteristic that describes the relationship between the bending moment iVfj.J::d
applied to a joint and the corresponding rotation <PJ::d between the connected members. Generally the
design moment-rotation characteristic is non-linear as indicated in Figure 6.1 (c).

(2)

A design moment-rotation characteristic, see Figure 6.1(c) should define the following three main
structural properties:

moment resistance;
rotational stiifness;
rotation capacity.
NOTE: In certain cases the actual moment-rotation behaviour of a joint includes some rotation due to
such effects as bolt slip, lack of fit and, in the case of column bases, foundation-soil interactions. This
can result in a significant amount of initial hinge rotation that may need to be included in the design
moment-rotation characteristic.

(3)

The design moment-rotation characteristics of a beam-to-column joint should be consistent with the
assumptions made in the global analysis of the structure and with the assumptions made in the design
of the members, see EN 1993-1-1.

(4)

The design moment-rotation characteristic for joints and column bases of 1 and H sections as obtained
[rom 6.3.1(4) may be assumed to satisfy the requirements of5.1.1(4) for simplifying this characteristic
for global analysis purposes.
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6.1.2.2
(1)

Design ,Moment resistance

The design moment resistance
which is equal to the maximum moment of the design
moment-rotation characteristic, see Figure 6. 1(c), should be taken as that given by 6.1.3(4)

6.1.2.3

Rotational stiffness

The rotational stiffness Sj, which is the secant stiffness as indicated in Figure 6.
should be taken as
that given by 6.3.1 (4). For a design moment-rotation characteristic this definition of Si applies up to
first reaches
but not for larger rotations, see Figure 6.1 (c). The
the rotation ~Xd at which
initial rotational stiffness ~,ini' which is the slope of the elastic range of the design moment-rotation
characteristic, should be taken as that given by 6.1.3(4).

(l)

6.1.2.4

Rotation capacity

The design rotation capacity <PCd of a joint, which is equal to the maximum rotation of the design
moment-rotation characteristic, see Figure 6.1 (c), should be taken as that given by 6.1.3(4).

(1)

I

i
I

:

I

I

I
I

)

r'

L/ 1
I

I
I

I
I

Mj,Ed

I
I
I

I

I

\.

!v

<P Ed

a) Joint

b) Model

<P

<PXd

I Limitfor Sf
c) Design moment-rotation characteristic

Figure 6.1: Design moment-rotation characteristic for a joint

6.1.3

Basic components of a joint

(I)

The design moment-rotation characteristic of a joint should depend on the properties of its basic
components, which should be among those identified in 6.1.3(2).

(2)

The basic joint components should be those identified in Table 6.1, together with the reference 10 the
application rules which should be used for the evaluation of their structural properties.

(3)

Certain joint components may be reinforced. Details of the different methods of reinforcement are
given in 6.2.4.3 and 6.2.6.

(4)

The relationships between the properties of the basic components of a joint and the structural
propel1ies of the joint should be those given in the following clauses:
for moment resistance in 6.2.7 and 6.2.8;
for rotational stiffness in 6.3.1;
for rotation capacity in 6.4.
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Table 6.1: Basic joint components
Reference to application rules
Component

Design
Resistance

Stiffness
coefficient

Rotation
capacity

6.2.6.1

6.3.2

6.4.2 and
6.4.3

6.2.6.2

6.3.2

6.4.2 and
6.4.3

6.2.6.3

6.3.2

6.4.2 and
6.4.3

6.2.6.4

6.3.2

6.4.2 and
6.4.3

6.2.6.5

6.3.2

6.4.2

6.2.6.6

6.3.2

6.4.2

V Ed ....---...

1

0

Column web panel
in shear

"",,--VEd

A

2

Column web
In transverse
compressi on

.......
A

,

...... Fc,Ed

r

A

"'1 1.~

......Ft,Ed

3

Column web
in transverse
tension

A

A

... ,

.-..Ft,Ed

4

Column (lange
in bending
A

5

End-plate
in bending

~<d
~~+-/

/1-

+-

~
r'I

.... A

Ft,Ed

6

Flange cleat
in bending

--

-

~

I
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Reference to application rules
Component

7

Beam or column
flange and web
in compression

....: ...

Design
Resistance

Stiffness
coefficient

Rotation
capacity

6.2.6.7

6.3.2

*)

6.2.6.8

6.3.2

*)

6.3.2

*)

-+ ~l~
Fe Ed

8

Beam web
in tension

9

Plate
in tension or
compression

]0

Bolts
in tension

1]

Bolts
in shear

,--.

....Ft,Ed

F~I

.....:

0

I

F,~I
.....-

IF:Ed
n

l

l J ------U Ft,Ed

...

in tension:
- EN 1993-1-1
in compression:
- EN 1993-1-]

With column flange:
- 6.2.6.4
with end-plate:
- 6.2.6.5
with flange cleat:
- 6.2.6.6

6.3.2

3.6

6.3.2

6.4.2

3.6

6.3.2

*)

~

6.4.2

(§]

A In
t

I

ru

Fv,Ed

12

Bolts
in bearing
(on beam flange,
colunm flange,
end-plate or cleat)

tFb,Ed

I !Fb'Ed I
i

*)

No information available in this part.

I
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Reference to application rules
Component

Design
Resistance

Stiffness
coefficient

Rotation
capacity

13

Concrete
in compression
including

6.2.6.9

6.3.2

*)

]4

Base plate
in bending under
compression

6.2.6.10

6.3.2

*)

]5

Base plate in
bending under
tension

6.2.6.11

6.3.2

*)

16

Anchor boHs
in tension

6.2.6.12

6.3.2

*)

17

Anchor bolts
in shear

6.2.2

*)

*)

]8

Anchor bolts
in bearing

6.2.2

*)

*)

19

Welds

4

6.3.2

*)

6.2.6.7

6.3.2

*)

20

*)
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6.2

Design Resistance

6.2.1

Internal forces

(J)

The stresses due to the internal forces and moments in a member may be assumed not to affect the
design resistances of the basic components of a joint, except as specified in 6.2.] (2) and 6.2.1 (3).

(2)

The longitudinal stress in a column should be taken into account when determining the design
resistance of the column web in compression, see 6.2.6.2(2).

(3)

The shear in a colunm web panel should be taken into account when determining the design resistance
of the following basic components:
colunm web in transverse compression, see 6.2.6.2;
column web in transverse tension, see 6.2.6.3.

6.2.2

Shear forces

(1)

In welded connections, and in bolted connections with end-plates, the welds connecting the beam web
should be designed to transfer the shear force from the connected beam to the joint, without any
assistance from the welds connecting the beam flanges.

(2)

In bolted connections with end-plates, the design resistance of each bolt-row to combined shear and
tension should be verified using the criterion given in Table 3.4, taking into account the total tensile
force in the bolt, including any force due to prying action.

NOTE: As a simplification, bolts required to resist in tension may be assumed to provide their full
design resistance in tension when it can be shown that the design shear force does not exceed the sum
of:
the total design shear resistance of those bolts that are not required to resist tension and;

a)

(0,411,4) times the total design shear resistance of those bolts that are also required to resist
b)
tension.
(3)

In bolted connections with angle flange cleats, the cleat connecting the compression flange of the
beam may be assumed to transfer the shear force in the beam to the column, provided that:
the gap g between the end of the beam and the face of the column does not exceed the thickness
fa of the angle cleat;
the force does not exceed the design shear resistance of the bolts connecting the cleat to the
column;
lhe web of the beam satisfies the requirement given in EN 1993-1-5, section 6.

(4)

The design shear resistance of a joint may be derived from the distribution of internal forces within
that joint, and the design resistances of its basic components to these forces, see Table 6.1.

(5)

In base plates if no special elements for resisting shear are provided, such as block or bar shear
con11ectors, it should be demonstrated ~ that the design friction resistance of the base plate, see
6.2.2(6), and, in cases where the bolt holes are not oversized, the design shear resistance of the anchor
bolis, see 6.2.2(7), added up is sufficient @2] to transfer the design shear force. The design bearing
resistance of the block or bar shear connectors with respect to the concrete should be checked according
to EN 1992.

(6)

In a column base the design friction resistance

F[,Rd

between base plate and grout should be derived

as follows:

F LRcI

=

Cf,cI

Nc,Ed

... (6.1)

where:
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is the coelTicient of friction between base plate and
used:

0,20 ;
for sand-cement mortar
for other types of grout the coefficient of friction
accordance with EN 1990, Annex D;
Nc.l:'d is

layer. The following values may be

should be determined by

in

the design value of the normal compressive force in the column.

NOTE: IJthe column is loaded by a tensile normal force, Fr,Rd = 0.
(7)

In a column base the
FI.vb.Rd and F2.vb.Rd where:

shear resistance of an anchor bolt

should be taken as the smaller of

shear resistance of the anchor bolt, see 3.6.1

F1,vb.Rd

... (6.2)
rMl

where:
Ub

= 0,44 0,0003 fYb

f;'b lS
(8)

the yield strength of the anchor bolt, where 235 N/mm2

[§) The design shear resistance

between a column base plate and a grout layer

derived as follows:
+ n

should be
... (6.3)

\,vhere:

n
(9)

1S

the number of anchor bolts in the base plate.

The concrete and reinforcement used in the base should be

6.2.3

in accordance with EN ] 992.

Bending moments

(I)

The design moment resistance of any joint may be derived from the distribution of internal forces
see Table 6.l.
within that joint and the design resistances of its basic components to these

(2)

Provided that the axial force
in the connected member does not exceed 5% of the design
of a beam-to column joint
resistance NpLRcl of its cross-section, the design moment resistance
or beam splice may be determined using the method given in 6.2.7.

(3)

The design moment resistance iVlj ,Rd of a column base may be determined using the method given in
6.2.8.
In alJ joints, the sizes of the welds should be such that the
moment resistance of the joint }\/1j,Rd
is always limited by the design resistance of its other basic components, and not by the design
resistance of the welds.

(5)

In a beam-to-colunm joint or beam splice in which a plastic hinge is required to form and rotate under
any relevant load case, the welds should be designed to resist the effects of a moment at least equal to
the smaller of:
the design plastic moment resistance of the connected member
a times the design moment resistance of the joint A~.Rd

where:
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1,4 - for frames in which the bracing system satisfies the criterion (5.1) in EN ] 993-1-1 clause
5.2.1(3) with respect to sway;

a

1,7

=

- for all other cases.
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(6)

6.2.4

6.2.4.1
(1)

In a bolted connection with more than one bolt-row in tension, as a simpJification the contribution of
any bolt-row may be neglected, provided that the contributions of all other bolt-rows closer to the
centre of compression are also neglected.

Equivalent T-stub in tension

General
In bo1ted connections an equivalent T-stub in tension may be used to model the
the following basic components:

resistance of

column flange in bending;
end-plate in bending;
l1ange cleat in bending;
base plate in bending under tension.
(2)

Methods for modelling these basic components as equivalent T-stub flanges, including the values to be
used for emin,
and In, are given in 6.2.6.

(3)

The possible modes of failure of the flange of an equivalent T-stub may be assumed to be similar to
those expected to occur in the basic component that it represents.

(4)

The total effective length
of an equivalent T-stub, see
6.2, should be such that the
resistance of its flange is equivalent to that of the basic joint component that it represents.
NOTE: The effective length of an equivalent T-stub is a notional length and does not necessarily
correspond to the physical length of the basic joint component that 11 represents.

(5)

The design tension resistance of aT-stub il.ange should be determined from Table 6.2.
NOTE: Prying effects are implicitly taken into account when determining the design tension
resistance according to Table 6.2.

(6)

In cases where prying forces may develop, see Table 6.2, the design tension resistance of aT-stub
Dange
should be taken as the smal1est value for the three possible failure modes 1, 2 and 3.
In cases where prying forces may not develop the design tension resistance of a T-stub flange
should be taken as the smallest value for the two possible failure modes according to Table 6.2.

,Rd

e

,:Ef.' eff

Figure 6.2: Dimensions of an equivalent T-stub flange
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Table 6.2: Design Resistance Fr,Rd of a T-stub flange
No prying forces

Prying forces may develop, i.e. L b :::; Lb
Method 2 (alternative method)

Method 1

Mode]

without
backing
plates

FT,i.Rd

with
backing
plates

Fr,I,Rd

2ml1

ell

(111 + n)
IJ1

2111n

m

Mode2

F T.2.Rd

Mode 3

e,Jm+n)

2M pl.2,Rd + n'I}~.Rd
m+n

FT,3,Rd

Mode 1: Complete yielding of the Hange
M.ode 2: Bolt failure with yielding of the Hange
Mode 3: Bolt failure
Lb is - the bolt elongation length, taken equal to the grip length (total thickness of material and
washers), pIlls half the sum of the height of the bolt head and the height of the nut or
- the anchor bolt elongation length, taken equal 10 the sum of 8 times the nominal bolt diameter,
the grout layer, the plate thickness, the washer and half the height of the nut

I§)L b
Fr,Rd

Q

Ie ,{/.I 1{

(§]

is the design tension resistance of a T -stub flange
IS the prying force

0,252:f efl/l

M pLl .Rd
J'V/p l,2,Rd

=

I YMO

0,252:(

0,252:f

/YMO

11
1,25171
is the number of bolt rows (with 2 bolts per row)
Ft,I{(1 is the design tension resistance of a bolt, see Table
is the total value of
for all the bolts in the T-stub;
is the value of 2:::r'cff for mode 1;
If.::fL2 is the value of
for mode 2;
emin , 111 and tr are as indicated in Figure 6.2.
IS the yie1d strength of the backing plates;
tbp
is the thickness of the backing plates;

dw

is the diameter of the washer, or the width across points of
the bolt head or nut, as re1evant.

0,5 FT,Rd + Q

Q

Q

NOTE]: In bolted beam-to-column joints or beam splices it may be assumed that prying forces

wi II develop.
NOTE 2: In method 2, the force applied to the T-stub Hange by a bolt is assumed to be uniformly

distributed under the washer, the bolt head or the nut, as appropriate, see figure, instead of
concentrated at tbe centre-line of the bolt. This assumption leads to a higher value for mode 1, but
leaves the values for Fr.I.2,Rd and modes 2 and 3 unchanged.
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6.2.4.2
(1)

Individual bolt-rows, bolt-groups and groups of bolt-rows
Although in an actual T -stub flange the forces at each bolt-row are generally equal, when an
equivalent T-stub flange is used to model a basic component listed in 6.2.4.](1), allowance should be
made for the different in forces at each bolt-row.
When using the equivalent T-stub approach to model a group of bolt rows it may be necessary to
divide the group into separate bolt-rows and use an equivalent T -stub to model each separate boh-row.

(3)

(4)

When
satisfied:

the T-stub approach to model a group of bolt rows the following conditions should be

a)

the force at each bolt-row should not exceed the design resistance determined considering only
that individual bolt-row;

b)

[he total force on each group of bolt-rows, comprising two or more adjacent bolt-rows within
the same bolt-group, should not exceed the design resistance of that group of bolt-rows.

When determining the design tension resistance of a basic component represented by an equivalent
T-stub 1Jange, the following parameters should be calculated:
a)

the design resistance of an individual bolt-row, determined considering only that bolt-row;

b)

the contribution of each bolt-row to the design resistance of two or more adjacent bolt-rows
within a bolt-group, determined considering only those bolt-rows.

(5)

in the case of an individual bolt-row
should be taken as equal to the effective length
tabulated in 6.2.6 for that bolt-row taken as an individual bolt-row.

(6)

should be taken as the sum of the effective lengths
In the case of a group of bolt-rows
tabulated in 6.2.6 for each relevant bolt-row taken as part of a bolt-group.

6.2.4.3

LcfT

Backing plates

(1)

Backing plates may be used to reinforce a column

(2)

Each backing plate should extend at least to the
toe of the root radius or of the weld.

(3)

The backing plate should extend beyond the furthermost bolt rows active in tension as defined in
Figure 6.3.

(4)

Where backing plates are used, the
the method given in Table 6.2.

in bending as indicated in

6.3.

of the column flange, and to witbin 3 111111 of the

resistance of the T -stub

should be determined lIsing

1 Backing plate

Figure 6.3: Column flange with backing plates
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6.2.5
(1)

Equivalent T -stub in compression
In steel- to-concrete joints, the flange of an equivalent I-stub in compression may be used to model
the
resistances for the combination of the following basic components:
the steel base plate in bending under the bearing pressure on the foundation;
the concrete and/or grout joint material in bearing.
Ihe total effective length lefT and the total effective width beff of an equivalent I-stub should be such
that the design compression resistance of the I-stub is equivalent to that of the basic joint component
it represents.

NOTE: IEl) Ihe values for the effective length and the effective width of an equivalent T -stub are
notional values for these lengths @II and may differ to the physical dimensions of the basic joint
component it represents.
(3)

Ihe

compression resistance of aT-stub

should be determined as follows:
... (6.4)

where:

bdf is

(4)

the effective width of the I-stub nange, see 6.2.5(5) and 6.2.5(6)

IS

the effective length of the I-stub flange, see 6.2.5(5) and 6.2.5(6)

is

the

bearing strength of the joint, see 6.2.5(7)

Ihe forces transferred through a I-stub should be assumed to spread uniformly as shown in Figure
6.4(a) and (b). The pressure on the resulting bearing area should not exceed the design bearlng
strength/j'cj and the additional bearing width, c, should not exceed:

c

... (6.5)

where:

f~

IS

the thickness of the I-stub flange;

is

lhe yield strength of the I-stub ilange.

\Vhere the projection of the physical
of the basic joint component represented by the I-stub is
6.4(a)
less than c, the effective area should be taken as indicated in
(6)

Where the projection of the physical length of the basic joint component represented by the I-stub
exceeds c on any side, the part of the additional projection beyond the width c should be
see

;111.1 Ii

bet!

(a) Short projection

(b) Large projection

Figure 6.4: Area of equivalent T -StUb in compression
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(7)

The design bearing strength of the joint/id should be determined from:
fjd =

... (6.6)

{Jj F Rdu / (berf feff)

where:

{Jj

is the foundation joint material coefficient, which may be taken as 2/3 provided that the
characteristic strength of the grout is not less than 0,2 times the characteristic strength of the
concrete foundation and the thickness of the grout is not greater than 0,2 times the smallest width
of the steel base plate. In cases where the thickness of the grout is more than 50 mm, the
characteristic strength of the grout should be at least the same as that of the concrete foundation.

F Rdu is the concentrated design resistance force given in EN 1992, where Aco is to be taken as (bcfr
ferr).
6.2.6

Design Resistance of basic components

6.2.6.1

Column web panel in shear

(1)

The design methods given in 6.2.6.1(2) to 6.2.6.1(14) are valid provided the column web slenderness
satisfies the condition ~ dcltw~ 69c: @l] .

(2)

For a single-sided joint, or for a double-sided joint in which the beam depths are similar, the design
plastic shear resistance Vwp,Rd of an unstiffened colunm web panel, subject to a design shear force
VWP,C(j, see 5.3(3), should be obtained using:

Vwp,Rd

=

0,9 f",lt'cAFc

... (6.7)

.J3 rMo

where:

Ave is

the shear area of the column, see EN 1993-1-1.

(3)

The design shear resistance may be increased by the use of stiffeners or supplementary web plates.

(4)

Where transverse web stiffeners are used in both the compression zone and the tension zone, the
design plastic shear resistance of the column web panel Vwp,ReI may be increased by Vwp,add,Rd given
by:

4M pl ,fe>Jld
Vwp,add,Rd

but

V

2M

+2M

plJc,Rd
pl,st,Rd
wp,add,ReI ~ ----'----'---------'--

ds

... (6.8)

where:
ds

IS

Mpl,fc,Rd

is the design plastic moment resistance of a column flange

NJpl,s[,Rd

IS

the distance between the centre lines of the stiffeners;

the design plastic moment resistance of a stiffener.

NOTE: In welded joints, the transverse stiffeners should be aligned with the corresponding beam
flange.
(5)

When diagonal web stiffeners are used the design plastic shear resistance of a column web should be
determined according to EN 1993-1-].
NOTE: In double-sided beam-to-colunm joint configurations without diagonal stiffeners on the
column webs, the two beams are assumed to have similar depths.

(6)

Where a colunu1 web is reinforced by adding a supplementary web plate, see Figure 6.5, the shear area

Ave may be increased by bs {we. If a further supplementary web plate is added on the other side of the
web, no further increase of the shear area should be made.
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Supplementary web plates may also be used to increase the rotational stiffness of a joint by
the stiffness of the colunm web in shear~ compression or tension, see 6.3.2(1).
orthe supplementary web plate should be equal to that of the column.

(8)

The steel

(9)

The width b s should be such that the supplementary \veb plate extends at least to the toe of the root
radius or of the weld.

(10)

The length ls should be such that the supplementary web plate extends throughout the effective width
of the web in tension and compression~ see Figure 6.5.

(1])

The thickness ts of the supplementary \veb plate should be not less than the column web thickness t we .

(12)

The welds between the supplementary web plate and profile should be designed to resist the applied
design forces.

(] 3)

The width bs of a supplementary web plate should be less than 40e ts.

(14)

Discontinuous welds may be used in non corrosive environments.

a) Layout

bs

J

bs

1

1

NOTE: Weldability at the corner should be taken into account.

b) Examples of cross-section with longitudinal welds

Figure 6.5: Examples of supplementary web plates

6.2.6.2
(])

Column web in transverse compression

The design resistance of an unstitTened column web subject to transverse compression should be
determined [rom:

but

... (6.9)
YMI
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where:
is a reduction factor to allow for the possible effects of interaction with shear in the column
web panel according to Table 6.3;

ill

is the effective width of column web in compression:
for a welded connection:

2.J2 a
a c ,rc and

ab

b

+ S(t fc + s)

... (6.10)

are as indicated in Figure 6.6.

for bolted end-plate connection:

= t/l) +

2.J2 a

p

5(tlC

... (6.] ])

+ s) +

is the length obtained by dispersion at 45° through the end-plate (at least tp and, provided that
the length of end-plate below the flange is sufficient, up to 2tp).

Sp

for bolted connection with angle flange cleats:
2ta + O,6ra + 5 (ttc' + s)

... (6.] 2)
s

for a rolled 1 or H section colurnn:

rc

=

for a welded lor H section column:

P

IS

the reduction factor for plate buckling:

P
if

x
p

p = (

0,72:

... (6. 13 a)

1,0

... (6.13b)

- 0,2)/

is the plate slenderness:
... (6.] 3c)

for a welded 1 or H section colunm:

kwc

+ l"c)

he -

for a rolled I or H section colunm:

dwc

2 (tfe +

he

.fiac )

is a reduction factor and is given in 6.2.6.2(2).

Table 6.3: Reduction factor co for interaction with shear
Transformation parameter

°

0,5

<

fJ
fJ

fJ

]

]

fJ

fJ

=

<

fJ

Reduction factor
0,5

co

=

1

I

ill

-

ill I

ill

2

2

OJ

=

0)

fJ

~.

IS

the shear area of the column, see 6.2.6.1;

is

the transformation parameter, see 5.3(7).

+ 2 (l - fJ)( I

illl)

co I + (fJ - 1) (CO2

- CO I)

COl

CO::.

1

1
COl

ill

OJ2=

)

i

2

",c,
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Where the maximum longitudinal compressive stress O"cOIl1,Ed due to axial force and bending moment
in the column exceeds 0,7.f'1 ,\'>/<': in the web (adjacent to the root radius for a rolled section or the toe of
the weld for a welded section), its effect on the design resistance of the column web in compression
should be al10wed for by multiplying the value of
given by expression (6.9) by a reduction
factor kwc as follo'ws:
when

O"com.l::d ::;

when

O"col11.Ed

1,7

0,7.fy,we .

... (6.14)

NOTE: Generally the reduction factor
is 1,0 and no reduction is necessary. It can therefore be
omitted in preliminary calculations when the longitudinal stress is unknown and checked later.

Welded joint

Joint with end-plate

Joint with angle flange cleats

a) Elevation
-)0:1< . tp

twc

~' r

ttc

.~

»i

fA:~

-(-

b) Rolled column
A

Ib~

-E:::±:I::I-S--e-I+

y

c) Welded column

Figure 6.6: Transverse compression on an unstiffened colurrln
(3)

The 'column-sway' buckling mode of an unstiffened column web in compression illustrated in Figure
6.7 should normaUy be prevented by constructional restraints.

Figure 6.7: 'Column-sway' buckling mode of an unstiffened web
(4)
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(5)

Transverse stiffeners or appropriate arrangements of diagonal stiffeners may be used (in association
with or as an alternative to transverse stiffeners) in order to increase the design resistance of the
column web in compression.
NOTE: In welded joints, the transverse stiffeners should be aligned with the corresponding beam
flange. In bolted joints, the stiffener in the compression zone should be aligned with the centre of
compression as defined Figure 6. J 5.

(6)

Where an unstiffened column web is reinforced by adding a supplementary web plate conforming with
6.2.6.1, the effective thickness of the web may be taken as 1,5 fIVe if one supplementary web plate is
added, or 2,0 twe if supplementary web plates are added to both sides of the web. In calculating the
reduction factor (iJ for the possible effects of shear stress, the shear area Ave of the web may be
increased only to the extent permitted when determining its design shear resistance, see 6.2.6.1(6).

6.2.6.3
(l)

Column web in transverse tension

The design resistance of an un stiffened column web subject to transverse tension should be detel111ined
from:

... (6.]5)
YMO

where:
())
(2)

is

a reduction factor to allow for the interaction with shear in the column web paneL

For a welded connection, the effective width
using:

of a column web in tension should be obtained

... (6.16)

where:
for a ro]]ed I or H section column:

s

for a welded 1 or H section column:

s

where:
ac and rc are as indicated in Figure 6.8 and ab is as indicated in Figure 6.6.

(3)

For a bolted connection, the effective width
of column web in tension should be taken as equal
to the effective length of equivalent T -stub representing the column flange, see 6.2.6.4.

(4)

The reduction factor ()) to allow for the possible effects of shear in the column web panel should be
determined from Table 6.3, using the value of
given in 6.2.6.3(2) or 6.2.6.3(3) as appropriate.

(5)

Stiffeners or supplementary web plates may be used to increase the design tension resistance of a
column web.

(6)

Transverse stiffeners and/or appropriate arrangements of diagonal stiffeners may be lIsed to increase
the design resistance of the column web in tension.
NOTE: ]n welded joints, the transverse stiffeners are normally aligned with the conesponding beam
flange.
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(7)

The welds connecting diagonal stiffeners to the column flange should be fill-in welds with a sealing
run providing a combined throat thickness equal to the thickness of the stiffeners.

(8)

Where an unstiffened column web is reinforced by adding supplementary web plates conforming with
6.2.6.1, the design tension resistance depends on the throat thickness of the longitudinal welds
connecting the supplementary web plates. The etTective thickness of the web
should be taken as
follows:
when the longitudinal welds are full penetration butt welds with a throat thickness a 2:: fs then:
for one supplementary web plate:

],5

twe

... (6.17)

for supplementary web plates both sides:

2,0 twe

... (6.18)

when the longitudinal welds are fillet welds with a throat thickness a 2::

t~

/12

then for either

one or two supplementary web plates:

(9)

far steel grades S 235, S 275 or S 355:

fw.efT'

1,4 fwe

'" (6.19a)

for steel grades S 420 or S 460:

fw.eff

twe

... (6.19b)

In calculating the reduction factor (V for the possible effects of shear stress, the shear area
of a
column web reinforced by adding supplementary web plates may be increased only to the extent
permitted when determining its design shear resistance, see 6.2.6.1(6).

6.2.6.4

Column flange in tranverse bending

6.2.6.4.] Unstiffened column flange, bolted connection
(1)

The design resistance and failure mode of an unstiffened column flange in tranverse bending, together
with the associated bolts in tension, should be taken as similar to those of an equivalent T-stub flange,
see 6.2.4, for both:
each individual bolt-row required to resist tension;
each group of bolt-rows required to resist tension.
and m for use in 6.2.4 should be determined from Figure 6.8.

(2)

The dimensions

(3)

The effective length of equivalent T-stub ilange should be determined for the individual bolt-rows and
the bolt-group in accordance with 6.2.4.2 from the values given for each bolt-row in Table 6.4.
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a -C

I"

i

emin

I

I

a) Welded end-plate narrower than column flange.
0,8
rc

I

r

~

··r·1
m

rc

...

\:.....

11

III

II

III

emin

I

I

II
II
I----.,J!I/'--------'
b) Welded end-plate wider than column flange.

r-r--i
m

III

e

III

I

~····H·~-···'····;~-··········H+···,

I ~dJ ~f-t

emie

I~II-VI
l!.....--\.yll,------,I
c) Angle flange cleats.

Figure 6.8: Definitions of e, emin,

rc and m

Table 6.4: Effective lengths for an unstiffened column flange
~olt-row

Location
Inner
Ibolt-row
End
bolt-row

BoH-row considered
individually
Circular patterns Non

Bolt-row considered as
pali ofa group of bolt-rows
Non-circular patterns
Circular pa1terns

CcfCcp

Ccff,nc

(cff,q)

2mn

4m + 1,25e

The smaller of:
2mn
nJJ1

The smaller of:
4111 + 1,25e
2m + O,625e + e]

+ 2el

Mode 1:

Lcf1~]

=

LcCJ:nc

Mode 2:

tcJT.2

=

(cff,nc

but

fctll

:s;

(cff,cp

tcff.ne

2p

p

The smaller of:
mll + P
2el + p
Itcff,l

=

ICcfJ;nc

ItcfU

=

ICcfJ: nc

The smaller of:
2m + O,625e + O,5p
e] + O,5p
but

ICcfl,1

:s;

ICcfT.cp

~ e I is the distance from the centre of the fasteners in the end row to the adjacent free end of the column
flange measured in the direction of the axis of the column profile (see row 1 and row 2 in Figure 6.9). @l]
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6.2.6.4.2 Stiffened column flange, joint with bolted end-plate or

cleats

(I)

Transverse stiffeners and/or appropriate arrangements of diagonal stiffeners may be used to increase
the design resistance of the column t1ange in bending.

(2)

The design resistance and failure mode of a stiffened column flange in transverse bending, together
wilh the associated bolts in tension, should be taken as similar to those of an equivalent T -stub flange,
see 6.2.4, for both:
each individual bolt-row required to resist tension;
each group of bolt-rows required to resist tension.

(3)

The groups of bolt-rows on either side of a stiffener should be modelled as separate equivalent T-stub
nanges, see Figure 6.9. The
resistance and failure mode should be determined separately for
each equivalent T-stub.

2
3

4

1
2
3
4

End bolt row adjacent to a (,T1Tl":n~,n·
End bolt rOlv
inner bolt rOll'
Bolt rOlv adjacent to a SllTrenlc:r

Figure 6.9: Modelling a stiffened column flange as separate T -stubs
The dimensions

emin

and m [or use in 6.2.4 should be determined from

6.8.

The effective lengths of an equivalent T-stub flange
should be determined in accordance with
6.2.4.2 llsing the values for each bolt-row given in Table 6.5. The value of a for use in Table 6.5
should be obtained from
6.1 ] .
(6)
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Table 6.5: Effective lengths for a stiffened column flange
Bolt-row considered
individually
Circular patterns
Non-circular
patterns {effnc
f,cfLcJ)

Bolt-row
Location
BoH-rowadjacent
to a stiffener
Other inner
bolt-row
Other end
bolt-row
End bolt-row
adjacent to a
stiffener

mn+p

0,5p + am
- (2m + 0,625e)

2mn

4111 + 1,25e

2p

p

but

The smaller of:
4m + 1
2m + 0,625e + el
ej +am
(2m

0,625e)

~

The sma]]er of:
m77
2el p

The smaller of:
2m + 0,625e + O,5p
e[ + O,5p

not relevant

not relevant

Iteff,1

!

Lcff.nc

am

=

For Mode 2:

L.:fLcp

2m11

The smaller of:
27[111
m11 + 2el
The smaller of:
2m11
m11 2el

For Mode 1:

Bolt-row considered as
part of a group of bolt-rows
Non-circular patterns
Circular patterns

Itcff,nc

but

[erf,nc

a should be obtained from Figure 6.11.
IE§) e I is the distance from the centre of the fasteners in the end row to the adjacent stiffener of the
column flange measured in the direction of the axis of the column profile (see row 1 and row 4 in
~lgure 6.9). @II

6.2.6.4.3 Unstiffened column !lange, welded connection
( I)

In a welded joint, the design resistance
of an un stiffened column flange in bending, due to
tension or compression from a beam flange, should be obtained using:

... (6.20)

,bJc

where:
is the effective breath beff defined in 4.10 where the beam flange is considered as a plate.
NOTE: See also the requirements specified in

6.2.6.5
(1)

mv 4.10 @II.

End-plate in bending

The design resistance and failure mode of an end-plate in bending, together with the associated bolts
in tension, should be taken as similar to those of an equivalent T-stub flange, see 6.2.4 for both:
each individual bolt-row required to resist tension;
each group of bolt-rows required to resist tension.

(2)

The groups of bolt-rows either side of any stiffener connected to the end-plate should be treated as
separate equivalent T-stubs. In extended end-plates, the bolt-row in the extended part should also be
treated as a separate equivalent T-stub, see Figure 6.10. The design resistance and failure mode should
be determined separately for each equivalent T-stub.

(3)

The dimension
required for use in 6.2.4 should be obtained from Figure 6.8 for that part of the
end-plate located between the beam flanges. For the end-plate extension emill should be taken as
equal to ex, see Figure 6.10.

(4)

The effective length of an equivalent T -stub flange [eff should be determined in accordance with
6.2.4.2 using the values for each bolt-row given in Table 6.6.
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(5)

The values of

111

and mx for use in Table 6.6 should be obtained from Figure 6.10.

Qeft

/""~I
/.1'

1/

/1

The extension of the end-plate and the portion
between the beam flanges are modelled as two
separate equivalent T-stub flanges.
For the end-plate extension, use ex and mx in
place of e and m when determining the design
resistance of the equivalent T-stub flange.

Figure 6.10: Modelling an extended end-plate as separate T -stubs
Table 6.6: Effective lengths for an end-plate
Bolt-row
.location

BolH'ow outside
tension llange
of beam
First bolt-row
below tension
l1ange of beam
Other inner
bolt-row
Other end
bolt-row
Mode I:

Bolt-row considered
individuallv
Circular patterns
Non-circular patterns
fctT.cp

[dIne

Smallest of:

Smallest of:
4mx + 1,25ex

2mn,
mnx + w
7f.m x + 2e

e+2mx+O,625e x
O,5H+2mx+O,62Se x

2mn

anI

2mn

4m+

e

2p

2mn

4111 + 1,25 e

ml1

a should be obtained from Figure 6.11.

0,5p + am

mn+p

(2m + O,625e)
p

2m+O,625e+O,5p

p

but

Mode 2:
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Non-circular
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Ccft~l'P

but
= ICcf1~nc
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'I(

a

1,4
1..2

I

1

1,3
1,2
1,1
1.0
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1

5
6
0,1

0,2

0,3

0,4

0,5

0,6

0,7

0,8
~

m
m+e

+

0,9
1..1

+
+

m

Figure 6.11: Values of a for stiffened column flanges and end-plates

6.2.6.6

Flange cleat in bending

(1)

The design resistance and failure mode of a bolted angle flange cleat in bending, together with the
associated bolts in tension, should be taken as similar to those of an equivalent I-stub flange, see
6.2.4.

(2)

of the equivalent T-stub flange should be taken as O,5b a where ba is the
The effective length
length of the angle cleat, see Figure 6.12.
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(3)

The dimensions

emin

and m for use in 6.2.4 should be determined from Figure 6.13.

'eff"~

~

Figure 6.12: Effective length

left

of an angle flange cleat

I

0,8 r a

a) Gap 9 5 0,4 ta

b) Gap 9 > 0,4 fa

Notes:
The number of bolt-rows connecting the cleat to the column flange is limited to one;
The number of bolt-rows connecting the cleat to the beam flange is not limited;
The length
of the cleat may be different from both the width of the beam flange and the width
of the column flange.

Figure 6.13: Dimensions emin and m for a bolted angle cleat

6.2.6.7
(1)

Beam flange and web in compression

The resultant of the design compression resistance of a beam flange and the adjacent compression
zone of the beam web, may be assumed to act at the level of the centre of compression, see 6.2.7. The
design compression resistance of the combined beam flange and web is given by the following
expression:
... (6.21)
where:

h

is the depth of the connected beam;

AleRt! is the design moment resistance of the beam cross-section, reduced if necessary to allow for
may be calculated neglecting the
shear, see EN 1993-1-1. For a haul1ched beam
intermediate flange.

tn.
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the
(2)

of the beam including the haunch exceeds 600 mm the contribution of the beam web to
compression resistance should be limited to 20%.

If a beam is reinforced with haunches they should be

':>l'ranc)""",;

such that:

the steel grade of the haunch should match that of the member;
the flange size and the web thickness of the haunch should not be less than that of the member;
the angle of the haunch flange to the flange of the member should not be greater than 45°;
the length of stiff bearing Ss should be taken as equal to the thickness of the haunch flange parallel
to the beam.
(3)

If a beam is reinforced with haunches, the design resistance of beam web in compression should be
determined according to 6.2.6.2.

6.2.6.8
(1)

Beam web in tension

In a bolted end-plate connection, the design tension resistance of the beam web should be obtained
from:
... (6.22)

of the beam web in tension should be taken as equal to the effective length
The effective width
of the equivalent T-stub representing the end-plate in bending, obtained from 6.2.6.5 for an individual
bolt-row or a bolt-group.

6.2.6.9
(1)

Concrete in compression including grout

The
bearing strength of the joint between the base plate and its concrete support should be
determined taking account of the material properties and dimensions of both the grout and the concrete
support. The concrete support should be designed according to EN 1992.
The design resistance of concrete in compression, including grout, together with the associated base
plate in bending Fc,pl,RcI, should be taken as similar to those of an equivalent T -stub, see 6.2.5.

6.2.6.10 Base plate in bending under compression
(1)

The design resistance of a base plate in
under compression, together with concrete slab on
which the column base is placed Fc,pl,Rd, should be taken as similar to those of an equivalent T -stub,
see 6.2.5.

6.2.6.11 Base plate in bending under tension
(I)

The design resistance and failure mode of a base plate in bending under tension,
associated anchor bolts in tension
may be determined lIsing the rules given in 6.2.6.5.

with the

(2)

In the case of base
prying forces which may develop should lEV not be taken into consideration
forces should be taken into account when
when detennining
thickness of the base
determining the anchor bolts. ~

6.2.6.12 Anchor bolt in tension
(1)

Anchor bolts should be designed to resist the effects of the design loads. They should provide design
resistance to tension due to uplift forces and bending moments where appropriate.

(2)

When calculating the tension forces in the anchor bolts due to bending moments, the lever arm should
not be taken as more than the distance between the centroid of the bearing area on the compression
side and the centroid of the bolt group on the tension side.
NOTE: Tolerances on the positions of the anchor bolts may have an influence.
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(3)

The design resistance of the anchor bolts should be taken as the smaller of the design tension
bond resistance of the concrete on the anchor bolt
resistance of the anchor bolt, see 3.6, and the
according to EN 1992-1-].

(4)

One of the following methods should be used to secure anchor bolts into the foundation:
a hook (Figure 6.
a washer plate (Figure 6.J4(b)),
some other appropriate load distdbuting member embedded in the concrete,
some other fixing which has been adequately tested and approved.

(5)

When the bolts are provided with a hook, the anchorage length should be such as to prevent bond
failure before yielding of the bolt. The anchorage length should be calculated in accordance with
EN } 992-} -1 This type of anchorage should not be used for bolts with a yield strengthf;b higher than
2
300 N/mm •

(6)

When the anchor bolts are provided \vith a washer plate or other load distributing member, no account
should be taken of the contribution of bond. The whole of the force should be transferred through the
load distributing device.

J Base plate

~-----1;--1

2 Grout

~~~~----~~f2

3 Concretefoundation

l

1
(a) Hook

(b) Washer plate

Figure 6.14: Fixing of anchor bolts

6.2.7
6.2.7.1
(I)

Design moment resistance of beam-to-column joints and splices
General

The applied

moment

should satisfy:

lvi, EI

~<IO

1'vl'RI
/.
(
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(2)

The methods
in 6.2.7 for determining the design moment resistance of a joint Mj •Rd do not take
account of any co-existing axial force
in the connected member. They should not be used if the
axial force in the connected member exceeds 5% of the design plastic resistance Npl,Rd of its crosssection.
Jf the axial force
in the connected beam exceeds 5% of the design resistance,
conservative method may be used:

:::; 1,0

, the following

... (6.24)

where:
is the design moment resistance of the joint, assuming no axial force;
Nj .Rd is the axial design resistance of the joint, assuming no applied moment.
(4)

The design moment resistance of a welded joint should be determined as indicated in Figure 6.]
The design moment resistance of a bolted joint with a flush end-plate that has only one bolt-row in
tension (or in which only one bolt-row in tension is considered, see 6.2.3(6)) should be determined as
indicated in Figure 6.15(c).

(6)

The design moment resistance of a bolted joint with angle flange cleats should be determined as
indicated in Figure 6.15(b).

(7)

The design moment resistance of a bolted end-plate joint with more than one row of bolts in tension
should general1y be determined as specified in 6.2.7.2.

(8)

As a conservative simplification, the design moment resistance of an extended end-plate joint with
only two rows of bolts in tension may be approximated as indicated in Figure 6.16, provided that the
,where F[,Rd is given in Table 6.2. In this case
total
resistance F Rd does not exceed
the whole tension region of the end-plate may be treated as a single basic component. Provided that
the two bolt-rows are approximately equidistant either side of the beam flange, this part of the endmay then
plate may be treated as a T-stub to determine the bolt-row force Fl. Rd • The value of
be assumed to be equal to FI,Rd, and so FRd may be taken as equal to 2F I,Rct.

(9)

The centre of compression should be taken as the centre of the stress block of the compression forces.
As a simplification the centre of compression may be taken as
in Figure 6.15.

(10)

A splice in a member or part subject to tension should be designed to transmit all the moments and
forces to which the member or part is subjected at that point.

(11)

Splices should be designed to hold the connected members in place. Friction forces between contact
surfaces may not be relied upon 10 hold connected members in place in a bearing splice.

(12)

Wherever practicable the members should be arranged so that the centroidal axis of any splice material
coincides with the centroidal axis of the member. If eccentricity is present then the resulting forces
should be taken into account.
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Centre of
compression
In line with the
mid thickness
of the
compression
flange

Type of connection
a)

Welded connection

rv---:

Lever ann

Force distributions

z=h ffb
,~v

h is the depth of
the connected
beam
ffb is the thickness
of the beam
flange

~FRd ....

T

f

D

i-I

'/'v

b)
80 lted connection with angle
flange cleats
r'v-

c)
Bolted end-plate connection
with only one bolt-row active in
tension

d)
Bolted extended end-plate
connection with only two bolt-rows
acti ve in tension
~

~=====l

~===:j~

In line with the
mid-thickness
of the
of the
angle cleat on
the
compression
flange

Distance from the
centre of
compression to the
bolt-row in tension

In line with the
mid-thickness
of the
compression
flange

Distance from the
centre of
compression to the
boh-row in tension

In line "with the
mid-thickness
of the
compression
flange

Conservatively z
may be taken as
the distance irom
the centre of
compression to a
point midway
between these two
bolt-rows

In line with the
mid-thickness
of the
compression
flange

An approximate
value may be
obtained by taking
the distance fi:om
the centre of
compression to a
point midway
between the
farthest two boltrows in tension

Mj.Ed

\
)

e)
Other bolted end-plate
connections with two or more bolt-

i
C

T
.

-~FRd .... p~w

.

,,----

z

..L

... ....

.
'.'..1-'

J)

A more accurate value may
be determined by taking the
lever arm z as equaJ to Z~q
obtained using the method
given in 6.3.3.1.

Figure 6.15: Centre of compression, lever arm z and force distributions for
deriving the design moment resistance Mj,Rd
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\
)

~====:::::J)

Figure 6.16: Simplified models for bolted joints with extended end-plates
(13)

Where the members are not prepared for full contact in bearing, splice material should be provided to
transmit the internal forces and moments in the member at the spliced section, including the moments
due to applied eccentricity, initial imperfections and second-order deformations. The internal forces
and moments should be taken as not less than a moment equal to 25% of the moment capacity of the
weaker section about both axes and a shear force equal to 2.5% of the normal force capacity of the
weaker section in the directions of both axes.

(14)

Where the members are prepared for full contact in bearing, splice material should be provided to
~ transmit at least 25% @l) of the maximum compressive force in the column.

(15)

The alignment of the abutting ends of members subjected 10 compression should be maintained by
cover plates or other means. The splice material and its fastenings should be proportioned to carry
forces at the abutting ends, acting in any direction perpendicular to the axis of the member. In the
design of splices the second order eiTects should also be taken into account.

(16)

Splices in flexural members should comply with the following:
a)

Compression flanges should be treated as compression members;

b)

Tension flanges should be treated as tension members;

c)

Parts subjected to shear should be designed to transmit the following effects acting together:
the shear force at the splice;
the moment resulting from the eccentricity, if any, of the centroids of the groups of fasteners
on each side of the splice;
the proportion of moment, deformation or rotations carried by the web or part, irrespective of
any shedding of stresses into adjoining parts assumed in the design of the member or part.

6.2.7.2
(1)

Beam-to-column joints with bolted end-plate connections

The design moment resistance A1j •Rd of a beam-to-column joint with a bolted end-plate connection
may be determined from:

2:h,.

... (6.25)

where:
is the effective design tension resistance of bolt-row r;

hr

IS

r

is the bolt-row number.

the distance from bolt-row r to the centre of compression;
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NOTE: In a bolted joint with more than one bolt-row in tension, the bolt-rows are numbered starting
from the bolt-row farthest from the centre of compression.
(2)

For bolted end-plate connections, the centre of compression should be assumed to be in line with the
centre ofthe compression flange of the connected member.

(3)

The effective design tension resistance Ftr,Rd for each bolt-row should be determined in sequence,
starting from bolt-row 1, the bolt-row farthest from the centre of compression, then progressing to
bolt-row 2, etc.

(4)

When determining the effective design tensin resistance
for bolt-row r the effective design
tension resistance of a11 other bolt-rows closer to the centre of compression should be ignored.

(5)

The effective design tension resistance
of bolt-row r should be taken as its design tension
resistance
as an individual bolt-row determined from 6.2.7.2(6), reduced if necessary to satisfy
the conditions specified in 6.2.7.2(7), (8) and (9).

(6)

The effective design tension resistance
of bolt-row r ,taken as an individual bolt-row, should
be taken as the smallest value of the design tension resistance for an individual bolt-row of the
following basic components:
see 6.2.6.3;

the column web in tension
the column flange in bending

Ft.fc.Rd

see 6.2.6.4;

the end-plate in bending

Ft.cp,Rd

see 6.2.6.5;

the beam web in tension
(7)

see 6.2.6.8.

The effective design tension resistance Ftr. Rd of bolt-row r should, if necessary, be reduced below
~ text deleted @il to ensure that, when account is taken of all bolt-rows up to and
the value of
including bolt-row r the following conditions are satisfied:

:s

the total design resistance
[he total design resistance
the

IFt,Rd

Vwp,Rdl/3 - with

from 5.3(7)

resistance of the column web in compression
and web in compression

see 6.2.6.7.

see 6.2.6.3;

the column flange in bending

Ft.fc.Rd

see 6.2.6.4;

the end-plate in bending

Ft,cp.Rd

see 6.2.6.5:

the beam web in tension

see 6.2.6.8.

Where the effective design tension resistance
of one of the previous bolt-rows x is greater than
1
, then the effective design tension resistance
for bolt-row r should be reduced, if
necessary, in order to ensure that:
Frr,Rd

:s

... (6.26)

where:

hx
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see

The effective design tension resistance Ftr,Rd of bolt-row r should, if necessary, be reduced below
to ensure that the sum of the design resistances taken for the
the value of F LRd ~ text deleted
bolt-rows lip to and including bolt-row r that form part of the same group of boh-rows, does not
exceed the design resistance of that group as a whole. This should be checked for the following basic
components:
the column web in tension

(9)

see 6.2.6.1;

does not exceed the smaller of:

the design resistance of the beam

(8)

/3

is

the distance from bolt-row x to the centre of compression;

BS EN 1993-1-8:2005

EN 1993-1-8:2005 (E)
x

is

the bolt-row farthest from the centre of compression that has a design tension resistance
than

NOTE: The National Annex may give further information on the use of equation (6.26).
(10)

The method described in 6.2.7.2(1) to 6.2.7.2(9) may be applied to a bolted beam splice with welded
end-plates, see Figure 6.17, by omitting the items relating to the column.
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Figure 6.17: Bolted beam splices with welded end-plates

6.2.8
6.2.8.1

Design resistance of column bases with base plates
GeneraJ

(1)

Column bases should be of sufficient size, stiffness and strength to transmit the axial forces, bending
moments and shear forces in columns to their foundations or other supports without
the
load ca1Tying capacity of these supports.

(2)

The design bearing strength between the base plate and its support may be determined on the basis of a
uniform distribution of compressive force over the bearing area. For concrete foundations the bearing
stress should not exceed the design bearing strength,jid .
in 6.2.5(7).

(3)

For a column base subject to combined axial force and bending the forces between the base plate and
its support can take one of the following distribution depending on the relative magnitude of the
applied axial force and
moment:

In the case of a dominant compressive axial force, full compression may develop under both
column
as shown in Figure 6.18(a).
In the case of a dominant tensile force, full tension may develop under both

as shown in

Figure 6.18(b).

In the case of a dominant bending moment compression may develop under one column flange
and tension under the other as shown in Figure 6.18( c) and
6.
(4)

Base plates should be designed using the appropriate methods given in 6.2.8.2 and 6.2.8.3.

(5)

One of the following methods should be llsed to resist the shear force between the base plate and its
support:

I§)

Frictional
resistance at the joint between the base plate and its support added up with the
shear resistance of the anchor bolts. @1]
The

shear resistance of the surrounding part of the foundation.

If anchor bolts are used to resist the shear forces between the base plate and its support, rupture of the
concrete in bearing should also be checked, according to EN 1992.
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Where the above methods are inadequate special e1ements such as blocks or bar shear connectors
should be used to transfer the shear forces between the base plate and its support.

II

t

I

a) Column base connection in case of a
dominant compressive normal force

b) Column base connection in case of a
dominant tensile normal force

I

I

=m--+

II

c) Column base connection in case of a
dominant bending moment

d) Column base connection in case of a
dominant bending moment

Figure 6.18: Determination of the lever arm z for column base connections

6.2.8.2
(])

Column bases only subjected to axial forces

The design resistance,
a symmetric column base plate subject to an axial compressive force
of
applied concentrically may be determined by adding together the individual design resistance
the three T-stubs shown in Figure 6.19 (Two T-stubs under the column nanges and one T-stub under
resistance
the column web.) The three T -stubs should not be overlapping, see Figure 6.19. The
of each of these T-stubs should be calculated
lhe method given in 6.2.5.

1 T-stllb 1
2 T-stub 2
3 T-stub 3

Figure 6.19: Non overlapping T .. stubs

6.2.8.3
(1)

90

Column bases subjected to axial forces and bending moments

The
moment resistance A4j .Rd of a column base subject to combined axial force and moment
should be determined using the method
in Table 6.7 where the contribution of the concrete
capacity is omitted.
portion just under the column web (T-stub 2 of Figure 6.19) to the
The following parameters are used in this method:
FT,LRd

is the design tension resistance of the left hand side of the joint

see 6.2.8.3(2)

FLr,l(d

is the design tension resistance of the right hand side of the joint

see 6.2.8.3(3)

is the

compressive resistance of the left hand side of the joint

see

is the

compressive resistance of the right hand side of the joint -

see 6.2.8.3(5)
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(2)

The design tension resistance FT,I,Rd of the left side of the joint should be taken as the smallest values
of the design resistance of following basic components:
the column web in tension under the left column Bange

see 6.2.6.3;

Ft.\\c,Rd

see 6.2.6.11.

the base plate in bending under the left column flange

(3)

The

tension resistance FT,r,Rd of the right side of the joint should be taken as the smaJlest values
resistance of following basic components:
the column web in tension under the right colunm flange

see

the base plate in bending under the right column Bange

see 6.2.6.11.

of the left side of the joint should be taken as the smalJest
The design compressive resistance
values of the design resistance of following basic components:

(5)

(6)

the concrete in compression under the left column flange

F<.:,pl,Rd

see 6.2.6.9;

the left column flange and web in compression

Fc,fc,Rd

see 6.2.6.7.

The
compressive resistance
of the right side of the joint should be taken as the smallest
values of the design resistance of following basic components:
the concrete in compression under the right column flange

see 6.2.6.9;

the right column flange and web in compression

see 6.2.6.7.

see 6.2.8.1.

For the calculation of ZT,!, ZC,b ZT,r,

Table 6.7: Design moment resistance
Loading

Lever arm

Left side in tension
Right side in compression

Z

ZT.1

Mj,Rd

of column bases

Z

+ ZC.r

Left side in tension
Right side in tension

o and
The smaller of

F T .1.Rd
Left side in compression
Right side in tension

ZC,l

+ ZT,r

< e:S 0

The smaller of

Z

,1,1?d

z

FT,LNd -

7

Ie + 1

zr ,1. Ie + 1

NF,d> 0 and

NEd::; 0 and

zT.r

-ZT.r

and

Z

The smaller of - - - Left side in compression
Right side in compression

Z ;;;:: ZCI

Ie

o and

+ Ze ...

---'--- and - - - ZC.I

Ie

,I.ReI Z

z·c'r le+l

-Ze, ..

and

< e:S 0

-FC,r.Rd
ZC.I

Ie

Z

1

o is clockwise, NEd> 0 is tension
e==

1'v1 Rei

lv Rd
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6.3

Rotational stiffness

6.3.1
(J)

Basic model
The rotational stiffness of a joint should be determined from the flexibihties of its basic components,
each represented by an elastic stiffness coefficient k; obtained from 6.3.2.

NOTE: These elastic stiffness coefficients are for general application.
(2)

For a bolted end-plate joint with more than one row of bolts in tension, the stiffness coefficients k i for
the related basic components should be combined. For beam-to-column joints and beam splices a
method is given in 6.3.3 and for column bases a method is given in 6.3.4.

(3)

1n a bolted end plate joint with more than one bolt-row in tension, as a simplification the contribution
of any bolt-row may be neglected, provided that the contributions of all other bolt-rows closer to the
centre of compression are also neglected. The number of bolt-rows retained need not necessarily be
the same as for the determination of the design moment resistance.

(4)

Provided that the axial force NEd in the connected member does not exceed 5% of the design
resistance Npl,Rd of its cross-section, the rotational stiffness Sj of a beam-to-column joint or beam
splice, for a moment Mj,Ed less than the design moment resistance Mj,Rd of the joint, may be obtained
with sufficient accuracy from:

S.I

... (6.27)

1

,llI. Ie
I

I

where:

ki

IS

the stiffness coefficient for basic joint component i;

z

is

the lever arm, see 6.2.7;

l'

is

the stiffness ratio

Sj,in) Sj,

see 6.3.1 (6).

NOTE: The initial rotational stiffness

Sj,ini

of the joint is given by expression (6.27) with l'

=

1,0.

(5)

The rota1ional stiffness Sj of a column base, for a moment ~,Ed less than the design moment
resistance A1 j ,Rd ofthe joint, may be obtained with sufficient accuracy from 6,3.4.

(6)

The stiffness ratio l' should be determined from the following:
if

Mj,hl :::;

2/3

Mj,Rd :

1'=1

, .. (6.28a)

if 2/3

Mj,Rd < Mj,Ed :S A1j ,Rd:
p = (l,5M j ,Ed / Mj,Rd) 'I'

in which the coefficient VI is obtained from Table 6.8.
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Table 6.8: Value of the coefficient

f{I

Type of cOlllection

~f

\Velded

2,7

Bolted end-plate
Bolted angle flange cleats

3,1

Base plate connections

2,7

(7)

The basic components that should be taken into account when calculating the stiffness of a welded
beam-to-column joint and a joint with bolted angle flange cleats are given in Table 6.9. Similarly, the
basic components for a bolted end-plate connection and a base plate are given in Table 6.10. In boJh of
these tables the stiffness coefficients, ki ,for the basic components are defined in TabJe 6.1 1.

(8)

For beam-to-column end plate joints the foHowing procedure should be used for obtaining the joint
stiffness. The equivalent stiffness coefficient,
and the equivalent lever arm,
of the joint should
be obtained from 6.3.3. The stiffness of the joint should then be obtained from
I( 4) based on the
stiffness coefficients, keq (for the joint), k/ (for the column web in shear), and with the lever arm, Z,
taken equal to the equivalent lever arm of the joint, Zeq.

Table 6.9: Joints with welded connections or bolted angle flange cleat
connections
Stiffness coefficients ki to be taken
into account

Beam-to-column joint with
welded connections

k,;

Single-sided
Double-sided

Moments equal and opposite

Double-sided

Moments unequal

k3
k,;

Single-sided

k,;

Double-sided - Moments equal and opposite

/
M LEd \
~

.;,

-

k3

Stiffness coefficients kj to be taken
into account

Beam-to-column joint with
Bolted angle fl ange cleat connections

Double-sided

k3

k,; k2 ;

..,.
I

.- ..,.

,

! M j ,Ed

;'
Ii

'[J

M j1 ,Ed(

'7'

--

*)
-~-.-,-~

I

M.oments equaJ and opposite

Moments unequal

Mj2 ,Ed

kll *1.,

k lO; k" *).,

k3; k4 ;

Moments unequal
..l

k3; k4 ; k6;

k'
4,

k lO ; k" *).,

**)
**)
**)

Two kit coefficients, one for
each flange;
coefficients, one for
Four
each flange and one for each
cleat.
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Table 6.10: Joints with bolted end-plate connections and base plate connections
Beam-to-column joint with
bo1ted end-plate connections

Number of bolt-rows in
tension

Stiffness coefficients k i to
be taken into account

k4 ; k);

One
Single-sided
Two or more

kt ;

keq

One

k5;

Double sided - Moments equal and opposite
Two or more
Double sided

kcq

k 10

One

kl ;

Two or more

kl ; k2 ; kcq

Number of bolt-rows in
tension

Stiffness coefficients k i to
be taken into account

One

ks [left]; ks [right]; klO

Two or more

kcq

k3; k4 ;

Moments unequal

Beam splice with bolted end-plates

Double sided - Moments equal and opposite

Base plate connections

Number of bolt-rows in
tension
One

kJ3;

Two or more

k 13 ; kl and k for each bolt
row

Base plate connections

6.3.2
(1)
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Stiffness coefficients k i to
be taken into account
kl(j

Stiffness coefficients for basic joint components
The stiffness coefficients for basic joint component should be determined using the expressions given
in Table 6.11.
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Table 6.11: Stiffness coefficients for basic joint components
Component

Column ~web
panel in shear

Stiffness coefficient ki
Unstiffened,
single-sided joint, or a double-sided joint in
which the beam depths are similar

kl

=

kl

flz

z
j3
Co 111171 11 l,veb in
compress ion

0, 38A vc
is

= 00

the lever arm from Figure 6.15;
the transformation parameter from 5.3(7).

1S

unstiffened

stiffened

k - 0,7 bell ,c.IlC tile
2-

stiffened

d

k2

= 00

c

bcfCc.we is the effective width from 6.2.6.2

Column vv'eb in
tension

stiffened or unstiffened bolted connection with
a single bolt-row in tension or unstiffened
welded connection

k, =

O,7belIJ

~

d

t

,11C

llC

stiffened welded connection

k3

= 00

c

bCff.t.wcis the effective width of the colunm web in tension from 6.2.6.3. For a joint with a
single bolt-row in tension, beff,(,we should be taken as equal to the smallest of the
effective lengths tcff (individually or as part of a group of bolt-rows) given for this
bolt-row in Table 6.4 (for an un stiffened colullln flange) or Table 6.5 (for a
stiffened column flange).

Column flange
in bending
(for a single
bolt-row in
tension)

k4 =
[err

111

End-plate in
bending
(for a single
boh-row in
tension)

k5

0,ge ell tli
m3

is the smallest ofthe effective lengths (individually or as part of a bolt group) for
this bolt-row given in Table 6.4 for an unstiffened column flange or Table 6.5 for a
stiffened colunm flange;
is as defined in Figure 6.8.

0,9£ elf
=

m
{err
171

3

tp3

3

is the smallest of the ei1ective lengths (individually or as part of a group of boJtrows) given for this boh-row in Table 6.6;
is generally as defined in Figure 6.11, but for a bolt-row located in the extended part
of an extended end-plate 111 = I11x, where l11x is as defined in Figure 6.10.

,

Flange cleat in
bending

k6 =
tclT

m

0,ge elt t {/-

m3
is the effective length of the flange cleat from Figure 6.12;
is as defined in Figure 6.13.
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ponent

Stiffness coefficient k i

Bolts in tension
(for a single
kJO
bolt-row)

preloaded or non-pre]oaded
is the bolt elongation length, taken as equal to the grip length (total thickness of
material and washers), plus half the sum of the height of the bolt head and the
hei ht of the nut.

Bolts in shear

preloaded

non-preloaded
kJJ

(or k 17 )

= ----

d MJ6 is the nominal diameter of an Ml6 bolt;
I1b
is the number of bolt-rows in shear.
Bolts' in
bearing
(for each
component j
on which the
bolts bear)

preloaded

non-preloaded

24nJ(b k ,d .f,

(or

=00

E

but kb'S
kbJ= 0,25 eb! d + 0,5
but kbl 'S 1
k b2 = 0,25 Pb! d 0,375
but kb2 'Sl

.fu

t
Concrete in
comp"ess;ol1
(including
grout)
Plate in

is the effective width of the T -stub

is the distance from the bolt-row to the free
edge of the plate in the direction of load
transfer;
is the ultimate tensile strength of the steel on
which the bolt bears;
is the spacing of the bolt-rows in the direction
of load transfer;
is the thickness of that com anent.

see 6.2.5(3);
e, see 6.2.5(3).

kl4 00
This coefficient is already taken into consideration in the calculation of the stiffness
coefficient k 13
with prying forces

bending under
tension
(for a single
bolt row in
tension)

*)

without prying forces

k ls = - - - - left

tp
171

is the effective length of the T -stub flange, see 6.2.5(3);
is the thickness of the base plate;
is the distance accordin to Figure 6.8.

Anchor bolts in with prying forces
tension

Lb

**}

is the anchor bolt elongation length, taken as equal to the sum of 8 times the
nominal bolt diameter, the grout layer, the plate thickness, the washer and half of
the height of the nut.

provided that the bolts have been designed not to slip into bearing at the load level concerned
3

prying forces may

< 8,8m A,
-
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NOTE 1: When calculating bcff and Icff the distance c should be taken as 1,25 times the base plate
thickness.

NOTE 2: Backing plates should be assumed not to affect the rotational stiffness Sj of the joint.
NOTE 3: For weld" (kJ9) the stiffness coefficient should be taken as equal to infinity. This
component need not be taken into account when calculating the rotational stiffness Sj.
NOTE 4: For beam flange and web in compression (k7), beam web in tension (kg), plate in tension
or compression (k9), haunched beams (k10 ), the stiffness coefficients should be taken as equal to
infinity. These components need not be taken into account when calculating the rotational stiffness
Sj.

NOTE 5: Where a supplementmy web plate is used, the stiffness coefficients for the relevant basic
joint components kl to k3 should be increased as follows:
kJ for the column web panel in shear should be based on the increased shear area Ave from
6.2.6.1(6);

k2 for the column web in compression should be based on the effective thickness of the web
from 6.2.6.2(6);

k3 for the column web in tension, should be based on the effective thickness of the web from
6.2.6.3(8).

6.3.3

End-plate joints with two or more bolt-rows in tension

6.3.3.1
(1)

General method
For end-plate joints with two or more bolt-rows in tension, the basic components related to all ofthese
bolt-rows should be represented by a single equivalent stiffness coefficient kcq determined from:

... (6.29)
Zcq

where:

h/"

IS

the distance between bolt-row r and the centre of compression;

k efr /" is the effective stiffness coefficient for bolt-row r taking into account the stiffness coefficients
k i for the basic components listed in 6.3.3.1(4) or 6.3.3.1(5) as appropriate;
Zcq

(2)

is

the equivalent lever arm, see 6.3.3.1(3).

The elIective stiffness coefficient kefr,,. for bolt-row

l'

should be determined from:

keff./"

... (6.30)

where:

k i.,. is

the stiffness coefficient representing component

relative to bolt-row r.
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(3)

The equivalent lever ann

Zcq

should be determined from:

"k
. h2
~ elf , r r
... (6.31)

"
k . h
~ ell'" r

(4)

In the case of a beam-to-column joint with an end-plate connection,
replace) the stiffness coefficients ki for:

k;:q

should be based upon (and

the column web in tension (k3);
the column Oange in bending (k4);
the end-plate in bending (ks);
the bolts in tension (klO).
(5)

In the case of a beam splice with bolted end-plates,
stiffness coefficients k i for:

kcq

should be based upon (and replace) the

the end-plates in bending (k5);
the bolts in tension (klO).

6.3.3.2
(1)

Simplified method for extended end-plates with two bolt-rows in tension

For extended end-plate connections with two bolt-rows in tension, (one in the extended part of the
end-plate and one between the flanges of the beam, see Figure 6.20), a set of modified values may be
used for the stiffness coefficients of the related basic components to allow for the combined
contribution of both bolt-rows. Each of these modified values should be taken as twice the
corresponding value for a single bolt-row in the extended part of the end-plate.
NOTE: This approximation leads to a slightly lower estimate of the rotational stiffness.

(2)

When llsing this simplified method, the lever ann Z should be taken as equal to the distance from the
centre of compression to a point midway between the two bolt-rows in tension, see Figure 6.20.

Z
Y.

Figure 6.20: Lever arm z for simplified method

6.3.4
(1)

Column bases
The rotational stiffness, Si , of a column base subject to combined axial force and bending moment
should be calculated using the method given in Table 6.12. This method uses the following stiffness
coefficients:
kT.l
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is the tension stiffness coefficient of the left hand side of the joint ~ and the inverse of it
should be taken as equal to the sum of the inverses of the stiffness coefficients @II k l5 and k l6
(given in Table 6.11) acting on the left hand side of the joint.
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is the tension stiffness coefficient of the right hand side of the joint [§) and the inverse of it
should be taken as equal to the sum of the inverses of the stitTness coefficients @2]
and k l6
(given in Table 6.11) acting on the right hand side of the joint.
kc,1 is the compression stiffness coefficient of the left hand side of the joint and should be taken as
equal to the stiffness coefficient kl3 (given in Table 6.11) acting on the 1eft hand side of the joint.

is the compression stiffness coefficient of the right hand side of the joint and should be taken as
equal to the stiffness coefficient k13 (given in Table 6.11) acting on the right hand side of the joint.
(2)

For the calculation of ZT,1,

ZC.I, Zr,l', ZC.r

see 6.2.8.1.

Table 6.12: Rotational stiffness Sj of column bases
Loading

Lever arm

Left side in tension
Right side in compression

Z = 2T,1

Z

Rotational stiffness ~i,ini

+ 2C,1"

e

2Ll

e

Left side in tension
Right side in tension

Zr,)

+ ZT,r
fi(11 kT.I + 11 k r .r )

Left side in compression
Right side in tension

2

Left side in compression
Right side in compression

ZC,1

e
e + ek

+ 2T,[

z

::s 0 and

0< e

2CJ

e

where ek

= -------

fi(ll k C .1 + 11 kc./') e + eli
MEd

0 is clockwise,

o is tension,

f.1 see 6.3.1(6).

M.

e=~

N

6.4
6.4.1
~ (l)P

lVRe!

Rotation capacity
General
In the case of rigid plastic global analysis, a joint at a plastic hinge location shall have sufficient
rotation capacity. @l]

(2)

The rotation capacity of a bolted or welded joint should be determined using the provisions given in
6.4.2 or 6.4.3. The design methods given in these clauses are only valid for S235, S275 and S355 steel
grades and for joints in which the design value of the axial force NEd in the connected member does
not exceed 5% of the design plastic resistance
of its cross-section.

(3)

As an alternative to 6.4.2 and 6.4.3 the rotation capacity of a joint need not be checked provided that
the design moment resistance NIj,Rd of the joint is at least 1.2 times the design plastic moment
resistance A1pl ,Rd of the cross section of the connected member.
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(4)

6.4.2

In cases not covered by 6.4.2 and 6.4.3 the rotation capacity may be determined by testing in
accordance with EN} 990, Annex D. Alternatively, appropriate calculation models may be used,
provided that they are based on the results of tests in accordance with EN 1990.

Bolted joints

(1)

A beam-to-column joint in which the design moment resistance of the joint AIj,RJ is governed by the
design resistance of the column web panel in shear, may be assumed to have adequate rotation
capacity for plastic global analysis, provided that lEV dwcltw:S 69{:.'@lI.

(2)

A joint with either a bolted end-plate or angle tlange cleat connection may be assumed to have
sufficient rotation capacity for plastic analysis, provided that both of the following conditions are
satisfied:
a)

the design moment resistance of the joint is governed by the design resistance of either:
the column flange in bending or
the beam end-plate or tension flange cleat in bending.

b)

the thickness t of either the column flange or the beam end-plate or tension Gange cleat (not
necessarily the same basic component as in (a» satisfies:
... (6.32)

where:

~

(3)

6.4.3
(I)

f~!

is

the yield strength of the relevant basic component;

d

IS

the nominal diameter of the bolt;

f;t!1

is

the ultimate tens] Ie strength of the bolt material.@iI

A joint with a bolted connection in which the design moment resistance A1j.Rd is governed by the
design resistance of its bolts in shear, should not be assumed to have sufficient rotation capacity for
plastic global analysis.

Welded Joints
The rotation capacity cj>Cd of a welded beam-to-column connection may be assumed to be not less that
the value given by the following expression provided that its column web is stiffened in compression
but ul1stiffened in tension, and its design moment resistance is not governed by the design shear
resistance of the column web panel, see 6.4.2(1):
... (6.33)
where:

(2)
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hb

]s

the depth of the beam;

he

IS

the depth of the column.

An unstiffened welded beam-to-coJllllli1 joint designed in conformity with the provisions of this
section, may be assumed to have a rotation capacity cj>Cd of at least 0,015 radians.
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7

Hollow section joints

7.1
7.1.1

General
Scope

(1)

This section gives detailed application rules to determine the static
resistances of uniplanar and
multiplanar joints in lattice structures composed of circular, square or rectangular ho]]ow sections, and
of uniplanar joints in lattice structures composed of combinations of ho11O\\I sections with open
sections.

(2)

The static design resistances of the joints are expressed in terms of maximum design axial and/or
moment resistances for the brace members.

(3)

These application rules are valid both for hot finished hollow sections to EN 10210 and for cold
formed hollow sections to EN 10219, if the dimensions of the structural hollow sections fulfil the
"."",.... "',..,,, of this section.

(4)

For hot finished hollow sections and cold formed hollow sections the nominal yield
o[the end
higher than 355
product should not exceed 460 N/mm2 • For end products with a nominal yield
2
N/mm , the static design resistances given in this section should be reduced by a factor 0,9.

(5)

The nominal wall thickness of hollow sections should not be less than

(6)

The nominal wall thickness of a hollow section chord should not be greater than 25 mm unless special
measures have been taken to ensure that the through thickness properties of the material will be
adequate.

(7)

For

(8)

The types of joints covered are indicated in Figure 7.1.

7.1.2

mm.

assessment see EN 1993-1-9.

Field of application

(1)

The application rules for hollow section joints may be used only where all of the conditions given in
7.1.2(2) to 7.1.2(8) are satisfied.

(2)

The compression elements of the members should satisfy the requirements for Class 1 or Class 2 given
in EN 1993-1-1 ~ for the condition of axial compression @l1.
The angles Oi between the chords and the brace members, and between adjacent brace members,
should

The ends of members that meet at a joint should be prepared in such a way that their cross-sectional
shape is not modified. Flattened end connections and cropped end connections are not covered in this
section.
(5)

In gap type joints, in order to ensure that the clearance is adequate for forming satisfactory \velds, the
gap between the brace members should not be less than (II + 12)'

(6)

In overlap
joints, the overlap should be large enough to ensure that the interconnection of the
brace members is sufficient for adequate shear transfer from one brace to the other. In any case the
overlap should be at least 25%.
If the overlap exceeds AoY.iim=60oA) in case the hidden seam of the overlapped brace is not welded or
Aov,lil11,=80% in case the hidden seam of the overlapped brace is welded or if the braces are rectangular
sections with hi < b i and/or h j < b j, the connection between the braces and the chord face should be
checked for shear. @il
"
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(7)

Where overlapping brace members have different thicknesses and/or different strength grades, the
member with the lowest ti./;'j value should overlap the other member.

(8)

Where overlapping brace members are of different widths, the narrower n1ember should overlap the
wider one.

Kjoint

KT joint

N joint

T joint

X joint

Y joint
. '.

DKjoint

KKjoint
'j

, /1'

.j<~' "
,

/~

X joint

TT joint

DY joint

XXjoint

Figure 7.1: Types of joints in hollow section lattice girders
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7.2

Design

7.2.1
~

General

(l)P The design values of the internal axial forces both in the brace members and in the chords at the
ultimate limit state shall not exceed the design resistances of the members determined from
EN 1993-1-1.
(2)P

The design values of the internal axial forces in the brace members at the ultimate limit state shall
also not exceed the design resistances of the joints given in 7.4, 7.5, 7.6 or 7.7 as appropriate.@i]

(3)

The stresses

aO,Ed

_

NO,Ed

-

or

O"O,td

--

O"p,td

in the chord at a joint should be determined from:

+MO,Ed
--

Ao

... (7.1)

Wel .O

... (7.2)

where:
N p. tcl = N O,Ed

-

I

N;,Ed

cos B;

;>0

7.2.2
(1)

Failure modes for hollow section joints
The design joint resistances of connections between hollow sections and of connections between
hollow sections and open sections, should be based on the following failure modes as applicable:
a)

Chord face failure (plastic failure of the chord face) or chord plastification (plastic failure of
the chord cross-section);

b)

Chord side wall failure (or chord web failure) by yielding, crushing or instability (crippling
or buckling of the chord side wall or chord web) under the compression brace member;

c)

Chord shear failure;

d)

Punching shear failure of a hollow section chord walJ (crack initiation leading to rupture of the
brace members from the chord member);

e)

Brace failure with reduced effective width (cracking in the welds or in the brace members);

f)

Local buckling failure of a brace member or of a hollow section chord member at the joint
location.

NOTE: The phrases printed in boldface type in this list are used to describe the various failure modes
in the tables of design resistances given in 7.4 to 7.7.
(2)

figure 7.2 illustrates failure modes (a) to (f) for joints between CHS brace and chord members.

(3)

Figure 7.3 illustrates failure modes (a) to (f) for joints between RHS brace and chord members.

(4)

Figure 7.4 illustrates failure modes (a) to (1) for joints between CHS or RHS brace members and I or H
section chord members.

(5)

Although the resistance of a joint with properly fornled welds is general1y higher under tension than
under compression, the design resistance of the joint is generally based on the resistance of the brace
in compression to avoid the possible excessive local deformation or reduced rotation capacity or
deformation capacity which might otherwise occur.
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Bending moment

Axial loading

Mode

&
1
1

a

1

.• • .

1

.-=:--

a
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a-a

b

! --- --- --- --- ---

~

--- --- --- -;,

([_ _ ~~~~~~-~~-Jc

~~~'v~dt- c.

/'..:.~
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-
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(

-

-

-
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~

"

.c ~y

._--_.

-

-

-

-

-r,\J,','---
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-

d

e
~\ _______ ~: __________ i
\L ____. __________________ ._i
/ '

~
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)

..

- - - --

./

f

Figure 7.2: Failure modes for joints between CHS members
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Mode

Axial loading

Bending moment

, '~~tf c
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/
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I
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;
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b
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~
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i
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Il..._

,__
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-

i
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-
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-

I
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d
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i
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-
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f
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Figure 7.3: Failure modes for joints between RHS brace members and RHS chord
members
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Axial loading

Mode

Bending moment

a

_________ I

=====/-1': /_______\

1,,-_ __ __ _

~

~~

b

'
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,
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I
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A-A

f
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..::c/ ~_. __________ "},,
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Jf

I

Figure 7.4: Failure modes for joints between CHS or RHS brace members and I
or H section chord members
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7.3
7.3.1
~

Welds
Design resistance

(I)P The welds connecting the brace members to the chords shall be designed to have sufficient
resistance to allow for non-uniform stress-distributions and sufficient deformation capacity to al10w
for redistribution of bending moments. @il
(2)

In welded
the connection should normally be formed around the entire
of the hollow
section by means of a butt weld, a fillet weld, or combinations of the two. However in partially
overlapping joints the hidden part of the connection need not be welded, provided that the axial forces
in the brace members are such that their components perpendicular to the axis of the chord do not
differ by more than 20%.

(3)

Typical weld details are indicated in 1.2.7 Reference Standards: Group 7.

(4)

The design resistance of the weld, per unit
of perimeter of a brace member, should not normally
be less than the design resistance of the cross-section of that member per unit length of perimeter.

(5)

The required throat thickness should be determined from section 4.

(6)

The criterion
in 7.3.1(4) may be waived where a smaller weld size can be justified both with
to resistance and with regard to deformation capacity and rotation capacity, taking account of
the possibility that only part of its length is effective.
For rectangular structural hollow sections the design throat thickness of flare groove welds is defined
in figure 7.5.

a

Figure 7.5: Design throat thickness of flare groove welds in rectangular
structural hollow section
(8)

For welding in cold-formed zones, see 4.14.
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7.4
7.4.1

Welded joints between CHS members
General

(1)

Provided that the geometry of the joints is within the range of validity given in Table 7.1, the design
resistances of welded joints between circular hollow section members may be determined using 7.4.2
and 7.4.3.

(2)

For joints within the range of validity given in Table 7.1, only chord face failure and punching shear
need be considered. The
resistance of a connection should be taken as the minimum value for
these two criteria.
For joints outside the range of validity given in Table 7.1, IE1) all the failure modes given in
7.2.2 should be considered. In addition, the secondary moments in the joints caused by their rotational
stiffness should be taken into account.

Table 7.1: Range of validity for welded joints between CHS brace members and
CHS chords
Diameter ratio
Chords

Braces

tension
compression
tension
compression

Overlap
Gap

7.4.2
~

0.2:$ dido :$ 1,0
10:$ dolt o :$ 50 (generally), but:
Class 1 or 2 and
10:$ dolto :$ 50 (generally), but:
d/tj:$ 50
Class 1 or 2
25%::; "ov ::; Aov lim., see 7.1.2 (6)
g ~ t1 + t2

Uniplanar joints

(l)P

[n brace member connections subject only to axial
not exceed the design axial resistance of the welded joint
Table 7.4 as appropriate.

(2)

Brace member connections subject to combined bending and axial force should satisfy:

1"ii:C=\2
t:'..':::Y

iV
Ni.Nd

'll

+ [AI.
Ip,I,/:d
M'P)jfd

+ -'-----'- -< 1, 0
A1()pj,J(tl

where:

is the design in-plane moment ~V010l"U.l\.'V,
is the design in-plane intemal moment;
]s the design out-of-plane moment resistance;

lVlop .i.Ed
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the

out-of-plane internal moment.

the design internal axial force
shall
obtained from Table 7.2, Table 7.3 or

... (7.3)
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Table 7.2: Design axial resistances of welded joints between CHS brace
members and CHS chords
Chord face failure -

T and Y joints

f' t 2

O,2k

Y
.N I ,ReI =

Chord face failure -

p, yO 0

. n
S111 u 1

Xjoints

2

N . - k p j 'y Ot 0
l.ReI -

Chord face failure -

5, 2

/

sine, (1- 0,81/3)

YMS

K and N gap or overlap joints

N

dI
. = k g k p ,f )'0 (20 ( 1 8 + 10 2 _

I ,Rd

...

N 2,ReI

~

(2 ' 8 + 1.4 , 2/3 2 ) / Y M 5

'n
S111 U I

'

,

d

JY
/

M5

O

sinel

= -'-n- N1 ,Rd
S111 U 2

Punching shear failure for K, Nand KT gap joints and T, Y and X joints

[i

=

1, 2 or 3] @1]

Factors kg and kp

k
-g=

For
For

02(1
Y '

11p >
11p::;

.J

O,024y 1, 2

(see Figure 7,6)

+ 1+exp(O,5g/t o -1,33)

0 (compression):
0 (tension):

kp = 1 - 0,3
kp = 1,0

11p

(1 + 11p)

but
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Table 7.3: Design resistances of welded joints connecting gusset plates to CHS
members

Chord face fail ure

=

0

Mop,I,Rd =

0

MOp,I,Rd=

0

NL'p, I ,Rd

Ii

tl

Ii
I

I\. __.

~

-1r-

tJ

&'to
hI

~
Cl
Punching shear failure

Range of val idity

Factor kp

In addition to the lin1its given in Table 7.1:

For

p~0,4

and

II S 4

I1p>

0 (compression):

kp = 1 - 0,3

I1p(l

+ I1p)

but kp S 1,0

~\_v]_1e_r_e~p_·_=_b_l_/d_o_____
al_ld__~ry_=_J_11_/d_o______~F_O_l_"_n~p_S_O~(t_el_1s_io_l~1)_:______k~p_=_1~,0______~@B
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Table 7.4: Design resistances of welded joints connecting I, H or RHS sections to
CHS members
Chord face fallure

b1

~-;..j

(4 + 20fi2)(1 + 0,25'7) YM~

!

to

do
II

.L../y-

t N1
=

5k f t 2
p'.1'O 0
1 0,81P

(1 +

°,r;

25)/

_
YM)

0,5 hI

A1op ,I.Rd

5kpfl'ot; (

)

1 0,81P 1+ 0, 2517 / YM5

0,5 hI

MOp.I,RcI =

Punching shear failure
~ ] or H sections with 77> 2 (for axial compression
and out-of-plane bending) and RHS sections:

)t I :s to (/;0 113)/ I'M

All other cases:

/

H~'I,I )t,:s 2t 0 (/;0 /13)/ YM5

where tl is the f1ange or wall thickness of the transverse 1-, H-, or RHS section ~
Range of validity

Factor kp

In addition to the limits given in Table 7.1:
fi 2: 0,4
and
I] :s 4
and
where f3 b, I do
17 = hI I do

For

l1p

kp

1

For

l1p:S

°
°

(compression):

0,3 np (1 + l1p)
(tension):

but

kp:S 1,0
kp = 1,0
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(3)

The
internal moment -Mi,Ed may be taken as the value at the point where the centreline of the
brace member meets the face of the chord member.

(4)

The design in-plane moment resistance and the design out-of-plane moment resistance
be obtained from Table 7.3, Table 7.4 or Table 7.5 as appropriate.

Mi,Rd

should

The special types of welded joints indicated in Table 7.6 should satisfy the appropriate des.ign criteria
specified for each type in that table.
(6)

Values of the factor kg which is used in Table 7.2 for K, Nand KT joints are given in
7.6. The
factor kg is lIsed to cover both gap type and overlap type joints by adopting g for both the gap and
the overlap and using negative values of g to represent the overlap q as defined in Figure 1.3(b).

kg

4,5
4,0
3,5
3,0
2,5
2,0
1,5
1,0
-12
..... m

-8

.....

-4

°

....1....

4

8

g/to

12

.... .....

I

Overlap type joints
(q -g)

Figure 7.6: Values of the factor kg for use in Table 7.2
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Table 7.5: Design resistance moments of welded joints between CHS brace
members and CHS chords
Chord face failure -

T, X, and Y joints

~-t~
I i I
I

I

I II

I! I

CD
Chord face failure -

K, N, T, X and Y joints

Mop ,1

o
I
I
I
I
I

tr:r/
I

---1
Punching shear failure
When d l

:::;

to

do~

- K and N gap joints and all T, X and Y joints

do - 2to :

Factor kp
For l1p >
For l1 p :::;

°

°

(compression):
(tension):

kp = 1 - 0,3 l1p(l + l1p)
kp = 1,0

but

kp :::; 1,0
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Table 7.6: Design criteria for special types of welded joints between CHS brace
members and CHS chords
Type of joint

Design criteria

The forces may be either tension or compression
but should act in the same direction for bOlh
members.

where NI. Rd is the value of
Table 7.2.

~ Members 1 and 3 are here in compression
and member 2 is here in tension.

NI,Rd

for an X joint from

N1 Y:d sin 8 1 + NH~d sin 83 :s NI ,Rd sin 8 1
:s Nl.JZd sin 8,

N 2,cel sin 82

where

N1.Rd

is the value of

.

NI,ReI

for a K joint from

d] +d2 +d3
Table 7.2 but wlth replaced by: --'---=---=---do
3do

c--------------

d1

(§]

All bracing members should always be in either
compression or tension.

~l
where Nx,Rd is the value of Nx,Rd for an X joint from
Table 7.2, where N x. Rd sin 8x is the larger of:

Member 1 is always in compression and member
2 is always in tension.
"N

~

l

N 2 )f

/

where Nj,Rd is the value of N j.Rd for a K joint from
Table 7.2, provided that, in a gap-type joint, at section
1-1 the chord satisfies:

) .,
l l
NO,Ed

N plORd ]
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7.4.3

Multiplanar joints

(1)

ln each relevant plane of a multiplanar joint, the design criteria
the reduced design resistances obtained from 7.4.3(2).

(2)

The
resistances for each relevant plane of a multiplanar joint should be determined by applying
the appropriate reduction factor J1 given in Table 7.7 to the resistance of the corresponding uniplanar
joint calculated according to 7.4.2 by using the appropriate chord force for kp •

in 7.4.2 should be satisfied using

Table 7.7: Reduction factors for multiplanar joints
Type of joint

Reduction factor J1

TT joint
Member 1 may be either tension or compression.

[§)

I
1,0

J1

XXjoint
Members 1 and 2 can be either in compression or
tension.
is negative if one member is in
tension and one in compression.
J1

=

1+ O,33N 2.Ed

taking account of the
where

/

of NI,I:':d and

I

KKjoint
Member] is always in compression and member 2 is
always in tension.

J1

0,9

provided that, in a gap-type joint, at section ]-1
the chord satisfies:

+
lVp1.O,Rd

1,0
Vpl,O,Rd
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7.5 Welded joints between CHS or RHS brace members and RHS chord members
7.5.1
(I)

General
Provided that the geometry of the joints is within the range of validity given in Table
the design
resistances of welded joints between hollow section brace members and rectangular or square hollow
section chord members may be determined using 7.5.2 and 7.5.3.
For joints ,<vith1n the range of validity
in Table 7.8, only the design criteria covered in the
appropriate table need be considered. The design resistance of a connection should be taken as the
minimum value for all applicable criteria.
For joints outside the range of validity given in Table 7.8, ~ all the failure modes given in
7.2.2 should be considered. In addition, the secondary moments in the joints caused by their rotational
stiffness should be taken into account.

(3)

Table 7.8: Range of validity for welded joints between CHS or RHS brace
members and RHS chord members
[ i = 1 or 2, j

Joint
Type or
joint

overlapped brace]

or dilti
or
Tension

and
hJb j

bolfo
and
holfo

Gap or overlap

35

bJfj :::; 35
T, Y or X

and

bJbo 2':
and

h/ti
K gap

N gap

2': 0,35
and
2': 0,1 + 0,01 be/to

35

and

~
Class 1 or 2

bJtj
:::; 35
and

2': 0,5(1 - /i)
1,5(1 - (J) 1)

0,5
but
2,0

and as a minimum
g tl + t2

hJfj
:::; 35

K overlap
Class]

Circular
brace
member
J)

Jf

Class 1 or

@lI

N overlap

d/b o 2': 0,4
Class 1
but

g/ bo > 1,5(]

0,8

/J) and ~ g

11

+ t2

As above but with d1 replacing hi
and d j replacing hj •
treat the joint as two separate Tor Y joints.

= 60(YcI if the hidden seam is not welded and 80% if the hidden seam is welded. If the overlap
or if the braces are rectangular sections with h
b i and/or h j < b), the connection
between the braces and chord face has to be checked for shear.
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7.5.2

Uniplanar joints

7.5.2.1

Unreinforced joints

(1)

In brace member connections subject only to axial forces, the design internal axial force
should
not exceed the design axial resistance of the welded joint
,determined from 7.5.2.1
or
7.5.2.1(4) as appropriate.

(2)

For welded joints between square or circular hollow section brace members and square hollow section
chord members only, where the geometry of the joints is within the range of validity given in Table
7.8 and also satisfies the additional conditions given in Table 7.9, the design axial resistances may be
determined from the expressions given in Table 7.10.

(3)

For joints within the range of validity of Table 7.9, the only design criteria that need be considered are
chord face failure and brace failure with reduced effective width. The design axial resistance should be
taken as the minimum value for these two criteria.

l\OTE: The design axial resistances for joints of hollow section brace members to square hollow
section chords given in Table 7.10 have been simplified by omitting design criteria that are never
critical within the range of validity of Table 7.9.
(4)

The design axial resistances of any unreinforced welded joint between CBS or RHS brace members
and RBS chords, within the range of validity of Table 7.8, may be determined using the expressions
given in
text deleted
Table 7.11, Table 7.12 or Table 7.13 as appropriate. For reinforced
joints see 7.5.2.2.

Table 7.9: Additional conditions for the use of Table 7.10
Type of brace

Square ho]]ow section

Type of joint

b/b o :s 0,85

T, Y or X

K gap orN gap

Circular hollow section

Joint parameters

0,6

bl

'2,

+

2b

:s 1,3

bolto

10

bolfo

]5

l

T, Y orX

K gap or N gap

10

0,6 :s

f1 + 2

2d]

:s 1,3

bolto~

15
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Table 7.10: Design axial resistances of welded joints between square or circular
hollow section

= 1 or 2, j = overlapped brace]

Design resistance [i

Type of joint

f3 ~ 0,85

Chord face failure

T, Y and X joints

N

=
I,Rd

k

/1 .

rt

yO 02

(1 - fJ) SIn
' f) I

[

~+4
. f) I

S111

R1_ J/ Y

fJ :S

Chord face failure

K and N gap joints

K and N overlap joints

*)

M5

1,0

Brace failure

25% :S }oov < 50%

Brace failure

50% ~ }cov < 80%

Member i or member j may be either tension or
compression but one should be tension and the
other compression.
~

,~\

/( -0
b) j____ \N
/~.

N;~ ' , bi}
"\

j

j"'f\\

~, \

/

i

<

:~

ej ./ . II \ ~ /
i

/\~}

tL

\~. tJ

~."

./1.,
/ . \\
"I'

Y :/'

/'7,'

' ''-f

8·

- -

1

--.l

J

''L=======~=~======:[
•

rmw-o

W~~

Brace failure

@l]

Parameters beff , bc,ov and kn

h r-=
.. C I

For 11 > 0 (compression):

~fdlo b
! /
~o

f'

to '

11

1of .t .

bc.ov = --~bj
b / t ft
.I

J

yl

k = 13 _ 0,4n

I

y/i

but bc,ov~ bi

,

fJ

but
For n :S 0 (tension):

kn = 1,0

I

For circular braces, multiply the above resistances by nl4, replace b] and hi by d 1 and replace b2 and
by d2 .

h2

Only the overlapping brace member i need be checked. The brace member efficiency (i.e. the design
resistance of the joint divided by the design plastic resistance of the brace member) of the
overlapped brace member) should be taken as equal to that of the overlapping brace member.
~ See also Table 7.8.
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Table 7.11: Design axial resistances of welded T, X and Y joints between RHS or
CHS braces and RHS chords

Type of joint

Design resistance

fJ

0,85

fJ =

1,0 2)

fJ

0,85

(1

1/y)

Chord face failure

Chord side \vall buckling

I)

fJ -

Punching shear

1) For X joints with cos9 1 > h1/ho use the snlaller of this value and the design shear resistance of
the chord side walls given for K and N gap joints in Table 7.12.

For 0,85 fJ 1,0 use linear interpolation betw-een the value for chord face failure at fJ 0,85
and the governing value for chord side wall failure at fJ 1,0 (side wall buckling or chord shear).

2)

For circular braces, multiply the above resistances by n14, replace b 1 and hi by d l and replace
b2 and h2 by d2 •
For tension:
}b =/yO
but belT < b l
beff
For con1pression:
jl~ = X/yO
/b 0,8

sin ()1

(T and Y joints)
(X joints)

where X is the reduction factor for flexural
buckling obtained fron1 EN 1993-1-1 using the
relevant buckling curve and a norn1alized
slenderness I determined from:

I=

but bep:S hI

For 11

°

(compression):

13- 0,4n

,

For n:S

°

but

kn

_

f3

1,0

(tension):
kn = 1,0

~----------------------------------~--------------------------------~~
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Table 7.12: Design axial resistances of welded K and N joints between RHS or
CHS braces and RHS chords
Design resistance [i = 1 or 2J

Type of joint

K and N gap joints

Chord [ace failure

Chord shear

Brace failure

fJ~(l-lIy)

Punching shear

K and N overlap joints

As in Table 7.10.

For circular braces, multiply the above resistances by nl4, replace b l and hI by d l and replace b 2 and
172 by d 2 , except for chord shear. @l]

~

Av

= ( 2h o +

abo)to

For a square or rectangular brace member:
a=

~

1
4g2
]+
,.., )

"to -

where g is the gap, see Figure 1.3(a).

~ For circular brace members:

For n > 0 (compression):

k

a=O @l]

n

but

=

13- 0,4n
,

kn ~ 1,0

For n ~ 0 (tension):

kn = 1,0
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Table 7.13: Design resistances of welded joints connecting gusset plates or I or
H sections to RHS members
I§) Chord face failure fJ :5 0,85

Transverse plate

Longitudinal p1ate

Chord side wall crushing

when b l

Punching shear

when b l S bo

;::

bo - 2to

Chord face failure

1 or H section
As a conservative approximation, if 11
N LRd for an I or H section may be assumed to be
equal to the design resistance of two transverse
plates of similar dimensions to the Ganges of the 1
or H section, determined as specified above.
If 17 2 ~1 - fJ , a linear interpolation between one
and two plates should be made.

(h, -

(1)

N LRd is the capacity of one flange; jJ is the ratio
of the width of the flange of the I or H brace section
and the width of the RHS chord. (§]
Range of validity

In addition to the limits given in Table 7.8:
0,5

fJ

1,0

bolto S 30
Parameters befT ,

be.])

and km
but

For

11

°

(compression):
kill =
but

but

For

11

1,3(1- n)

kill:::; 1,0

S 0 (tension):
kill = 1,0

Fillet welded connections should be designed in accordance with 4.10.
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(5)

Brace member connections subjected to combined bending and axial force should
requirement:
'r!
+ AlOp.I,:l::::
1,0

+
]Vi,Rd

A(p,i,Rd

the following

'" (7.4)

AI0P ,i,Rd

where:

lvljpj ,Rd is the design in-plane moment resistance
Alip ,i,EJ is the design in-plane internal moment
AJup,i,Rd

is the design out-of-plane moment resistance

Mop.i,l:cI

is the

out-of-plane internal moment

(6)

The
internal moment Mj,Ed may be taken as the value at the point where the centreline of the
brace member meets the face of the chord member.

(7)

For unreinforced joints, the design
moment resistance and
out-of-plane moment
resistance Mi,Rd should be obtained from Table 7.13 or Table 7.14 as appropriate. For reinforced
joints see 7.5.2.2.

(8)

The special types of welded joints indicated in Table 7.] 5 and Table 7.16 should satisfy the
appropriate design criteria specified for each type in that table.

7.5.2.2

Reinforced joints

(1)

Various types of joint reinforcement may be used. The appropriate type depends upon the fail ure mode
that, in the absence of reinforcement, governs the design resistance of the joint.

(2)

reinforcing plates may be used to increase the resistance of the joint to chord face failure,
punching shear failure or brace failure with reduced e1Tective width.

(3)

A pair of side plates may be used to reinforce a joint against chord side wall failure or chord shear
11.1ilure.

(4)

Jn order to avoid partial overlapping of brace members in a K or N joint, the brace members may be
welded to a vertical stiffener.

(5)

Any combinations of these types of joint reinforcement may also be used.

(6)

The grade of steel used for the reinforcement should not be lower than that of the chord member.

(7)

The
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Table 7.14: Design resistance moments of welded joints between RHS brace
members and RHS chords
T and X joints
In-plane moments (() = 90°)

Design resistance

fJ S; 0,85

Chord face failure

Chord side wall crushing
Mip,J.Rd

fJ

1,0 @2]

[§) 0,85

fJ S;

1,0 @2]

oY

0,5 frlJ 0 (hi + 5t
Ir A15
= fyo
for T joints
j~k = 0,8 f~,o
for X joints

Brace failure

Out-of-plane moments

[§) 0,85

fJ S; 0,85

Chord face failure

Chord side wall crushing

fYk ,{yo
fyk = 0,8Ao

[§) 0,85 < fJ

1,0 @2]

[§) 0,85 < fJ

1,0 @2]

[or T joints
for X joints

Chord distortional failure (T joints only)

Brace failure

*)

= fy, (WPI,I - 0,5(1Parameters

and kn
For 11

°(compression):
kn = 1,3

but bcff S; bI
*)

For n S;

°(tension):

but

kn

1,0

kn

1,0

O,4n

fJ

This criterion does not apply where chord distortional failure is prevented by other means.
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Table 7.15: Design criteria for special types of welded joints between RHS brace
members and RHS chords
Design criteria

Type of joint
The members m ay be in either tension or
compression and should act as in the same
direction for both members.

where N) ,Rd is the value of
Table7.1!'

The member 1 is always in compression and
member 2 is always in tension.

0) + N 3,Ed sin 03 ::s N
sin O2 ::s N) ,ReI sin e)

N ) ,Ed sin

NZ,EeI

where

N] ,Rd

for an X joint from

N),Rd

is the value of

),Rd

sin e)

N 1•Rd

for a K joint from

b) + bz + h) + h2
Table 7.12, but with -----'---=----------'----=4bo

,

:

---------------

All bracing members should be either
compression or tension.
N1

N2

~
8

/

'-"'",
~.< . .

~
.;
'>)(
1
Y<j; ' .~ 9 2
y .......... :,:> _~ ~X . . :

'ot -----~>~ .._.'--.}.

where N x,Rd is the value of N x•Rd for an X joint from
Table 7. 11 , and N x, Rd sin Ox is the larger of:

I

NI,Rd

sin 0)

I

and

IN

2,ReI

sin

e2

1

Member 1 is always in compression and
member 2 is always in tension.
N1

",~

I-A/y!

N2

[> 1

8 ~~ I ./ j;1 9
1

2

~"=- ~~~ .~-~:'~ -_// ~~y-. ~

where N j,Rd is the value of Ni ,Rd for a K joint from
Table 7.12, provided that, in a gap-type joint, at section
I-I the chord satisfies :

l

N O,£d

Np / ,O,Rd
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Table 7.16: Design criteria for welded knee joints and cranked-chord joints in
RHS members
Type of joint

Criteria

Welded knee joints
The cross-section should be Class 1 for pure
EN 1993-1-1.

see

O,2Np[,Rd
and

lV
N pl.Rd

M Ed
M
,pl,Rd

- -Ed
+---<K

K

/ to
1-

K

where

K90

is the value of

tp ;.:

K

1,5t

+---1+ 2bo / ho

(Ji cos(e / 2) Xl -

for

K 90 )

e = 90°.

and ;.: 10 mm

+

:S ] ,0

!vI pl.ReI

Cranked-chord

I

.

I

where
is the value of
from Table 7.12.

Ni,Rd

for a K or N overlap joint

Imaginary extension of chord
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Table 7.17: Design resistances of reinforced welded T, Y and X joints between
RHS or CHS brace members and RHS chords

Design resistance

Type of joint

Reinforced with flange plates to avoid chord face failure, brace failure or punching shear.

j3p S 0,85

Tension loading

i

!

j

i

I

!

and

bp 2: bo - 2/ 0

i
:

I

i

i

tl) ~ 2t

J

I

.... 2h /bf! +4 ~ l-blb P IyM5
[ SIn

J

1

•

()

1

1

j3p S 0,85

Con1pression loading

I

-I~\n-

i

!

i

!

!

I

i

!

!

b

I

I
I

I

I

[<-

and
P

tp ~ 2t

I~~

-w~to
L

b'O",j

!

bp 2: bo - 2to

i

J

Take NJ ,Rd as the value of NI. Rd for a T, X or
Y joint fron1 Table 7.11, but with kn = 1,0 and
10 replaced by tp for chord face failure, brace
failure and punching shear only.

Reinforced with side plates to avoid chord side wall buckling or chord side wall shear.

.-

!

tp 2: 1,5h1 / sin 8 1

-

I

!

!

I

I

i

!

i

i
I
i

i

i

I

i

!

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

!

I

!

·r -.. -; . - ci w·I

I

1

I

I

I

to

-

--- --

-

-

!

l..,.....

!

--

_.... .._.

e
--

P

--1-

- -

-

.-

I

J

!

tp

~

2t

J

Take N1,Rd as the value of NI. Rd for a T, X or
Y joint froin Table 7.11, but with 10 replaced
by (to + t p ) for chord side wall buckling failure
and chord side wall shear failure only.

I

tp~ 1<

bo

1 ~!p

~------------------------------------~------------------------------------~~
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Table 7.18: Design resistances of reinforced welded K and N joints between RHS
or CHS brace n1en1bers and RHS chords
Design resistance [i

Type of joint

1 or 2]

=

Reinforced with flange plates to avoid chord face failure, brace failure or punching shear.

J

hi
h,
£ > 15 --+g+--p - , [ sine
sine
2

l

bp 2: bo - 2 to
tp 2: 2tl and 2t2

Take N i .Rd as the value of N i.ReI for a K or N joint
from Table 7.12, but with to replaced by tp for
chord face failure, brace failure and punching shear
only.
Reinforced with a pair of side plates to avoid chord shear failure.

t: > 15
p -

,

hI-+ g+---h,
-[ sine
sine
2
l

J

C

Take N i •Rd as the value of Ni,Rd for a K or N joint
from Table 7.12, but with to replaced by (to + tp )
for chord shear failure only.

Reinforced by a division plate between the brace members because of insufficient overlap.

r-A

):

r~~-

- - - -)( - - - - -

--1

----------- '~r
/"\

<.

Take

NI,Rd

as the value of

Ni,ReI

for a K or N

Ili'~ _J 0 overlap j oint from Table 7.12 with ).", < 80%, but
with b j , tj and
expression for

.hj

bc,QY

replaced by bp , tp and
given in Table 7.10.

f,p

in the
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7.5.3

Multiplanar joints

(1)

In each relevant plane of a multiplanar joint, the design criteria given in 7.5.2 should be satisfied using
the reduced design resistances obtained from 7.5.3(2).

(2)

The design resistances for each relevant plane of a multiplanar joint should be determined by applying
the appropriate reduction factor p given in Table 7.19 to the resistance of the corresponding uniplanar
joint calculated according to 7.5.2 with the appropriate chord load in the multiplanar situation.

Table 7.19: Reduction factors for multiplanar joints
Reduction factor p

Type of joint
TT joint

Member 1 may be either tension or compression.
~

N~

IN1

/

/\"z«\
~ :., ......'" .........1::;.. 1. /:1
'«,

cp

\'\'<,. "-" "" A'"
I

.•

'

p =0,9

'/ 1'

; /;

~;Z.
!.f?~lI
I

XX joint
Members 1 and 2 can be either in compression or
tension. NUiclN I,I:'d is negative if one member is in
tension and one in compression,
~

-~e

p =

0,9(1 + 0,33N1 ,Ed / N1 ,Ed )

1 11

i 'l

taking account of the sign of N

IN I :s I

where

2,Ed

N I,Ed

I,Ed

and

N 2 . r:'d

I

KKjoint

).1

= 0,9

provided that, in a gap-type joint, at section 1-1
the chord satisfies:

[N
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7.6

Welded joints between CHS or RHS brace members and I or H section chords

(1)

Provided that the geometry of the joints is within the range of validity given in Table 7.20, the design
resistances of the joints should be detemlined using the expressions given in Table 7.21 or Table 7.22
as appropriate.

Table 7.20: Range of validity for welded joints between CHS or RHS brace
members and I or H section chord members
Joint parameter [ i

] or 2, j

Compression

Tension

overlapped brace]

Type of
joint

bJbj

~
Class 1 or

Class 1

x

and

and

~

35

0,5
but
2,0

:::;400mm
:::; 35

(
TorY

~
Class 1 or 2

@l]

Kgap

(

s: 35

:::; 35

~
Class I or r
(§J
1,0

50

and

N gap
K overlap

d w :::; 400 m111

di

50

ti

N overlap

0,5
but
:::; 2,0

?:: 0,75

t§> 25% :::;

}lOV

:::; Aov,lill1.1)@l]

.~ I) AOv,lill1

60% if the hidden seam is not welded and 80% if the hidden seam is welded. If the overlap
exceeds
or if the braces are rectangular sections with hi b i and/or h j < b j, the connection
between the braces and chord face has to be checked for shear. @l]

(2)

For joints within the range of validity given in Table 7.20, only ~ the failure modes covered in @l]
the appropriate table need be considered. The design resistance of a connection should be taken as the
minimum value for all applicable criteria.

(3)

For joints outside the range of validity given in Table 7.20, ~ all the failure modes given in @l]
7.2.2 should be considered. In addition, the secondary moments in the joints caused by their rotational
stiffness should be taken into account.

(4)

should not
In brace member connections subjected only to axial forces, the design axial force
exceed the design axial resistance of the welded joint Ni,Rd, determined from Table 7.21.

(5)

Brace member connections subject to combined bending and axial force should satisfy:

... (7.5)

where:
lV!ip,i,Rdis the design in-plane moment resistance;
Mip,i,Edis the design in-plane internal moment.
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Table 7.21: Design resistances of welded joints between RHS or CHS brace
members and I or H section chords
Design resistance [ i = 1 or 2, j

Type of joint

overlapped brace J

Chord web yielding

T, Y and X joints

Brace failure

N 1,R<.l = 2f1l t IP[:(r I r:\15

K and N gap joints

[i

= ]

~ Chord web yielding@1] Brace fai.lure need not be

or 2J

I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - c checked if:

20 - 28jJ ; jJ'5":: 1,0 - 0,03y
where y bo/2tr
r-----------~----~
Brace failure
and for CHS:

gltr

I

Ni : R<.l

2.f J'l t P J?./~t'{ I
I

1,33

Chord shear

fl'OA\ ,
[:;3' . B / r M 5

'\J -' Sll1
NO,Rd

K and N overlap joints *)

i

[(Ao

)f)o +

Brace failure

Members j and j may be in either tension or
compression.

~Ni,R<.l = fl'Ji (Petf + bun +2hi ~O

-4tJI rM5@1]
50%

. Brace failure

'5"::

< 80%

2::80%

Av

- (2

~Peff

ex) bo tr+ (tw + 21') Ir

For RHS brace:

ex
f))

For CHS brace:

ex =

°

1\1 + 21'

+7tffl'o If;;;

but for T, Y, X joints and K
and N gap joints:
Peff bi +
but for K and N overlap
b
'oints: Pell '5":: bi @1]
ut

.

smBi

+ 5(1/ + r)

@i]

but
For CH,S braces muHiply the above resistances for brace failure by Jrl4 (lnd repJace both b l and hi by d, and
both b 2 and ~ h2 by d 2, except for chord shear. @1]
*)
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Only the overlapping brace member i need be checked. The efficiency (i.e. the design resistance of
thejoilltdivided by the design plastic resistance of the brace member) of the overlapped brace member
j should be taken as equal to that of the overlapping brace member. ~ See also Table 7.20. @II
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(6)

The design internal moment
may be taken as the value at the point where the centreline of the
brace member meets the face of the chord member.

(7)

The design in-plane moment resistance A1;p,1,Rd should be obtained from Table 7.22.
If stiffeners in the chord (see Figure
are used, then the E§) design brace failure resistance @l]
for
X-, Y-,
and N-gap joints (Table 7.22) is detennined as follows:

(8)

lVi,Rd

... (7.6)

/ }'\15

where:

tw + 2,. + 7

ts

2a

7

where:

(9)

stiffener weld throat thickness, '20' becomes 'a' if single sided fillet welds are used;

a

IS

s

refers to the stiffener.

The stiffeners should be at least as thick as the I-section web.

Table 7.22: Design moment resistances of welded joints between rectangular
hollow section brace members and I or H section chords
Design resistance [i = 1 or 2, j

Type of .1 oint
T and Y joints

=

overlapped brace]

Chord web yielding

e failure

lEY Parameters
E§)
Perf

t

I'.

-:-

2r

7if .~o / f1'l but

Peff and

-/l- + 5(t
S111 (JI

f

.

+ r) but b,,:S: 211 + 10& f + r)
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".

'

..

\ ...

""

effective @lI perimeter, without (left) and
with (right) stiffeners

E§) Brace

Figure 7.7: Stiffeners for I-section chords

7.7

Welded joints between CHS or RHS brace members and channel section
chord members

(1)

Provided that the geometry of the joints is within the range of validity given in Table 7.23, the design
resistances of welded joints between hollow section brace members and channel section chord
members mClY be determined using Table 7.24.

(2)

The secondary moments in the joints caused by their bending stiffness should be taken into account.

(3)

In a gap type joint, the design axial resistance of the chord cross-section NO,Rd should be deternlined
allowing for the shear force transferred between the brace members by the chord, neglecting the
associated secondary moment. Verification should be made according to EN 1993-1-1.

Table 7.23: Range of validity for welded joints between CHS or RHS brace
members and channel section chord
Joint parameter [ i = 1 or 2, j
Type of
joint

h)b i

Class 1 or 2
@]
and

Kgap
and

N gClp
bo ~ 400 mm

Tension

h

2: 0,25

b.

0,5(1-/3*) ::; g/b o* ::; 1,5(l-p*)

h.

~ ~35

and
g 2:

b.

~ ~35

2: 0,5
but

ti

~2, 0

d.

~::;50

mm

d.

I)

(

~ ::;35

ti

and

Gap or overlap
b)bj

~~35

ti

bo~400

bol fo

E§)

2:0,4

N overlap

overlapped brace]

b)ti and h) ti or d ) fj
bilb o
Compressi on

K overlap

=

ti

tl

+ 12

I§)
Class 1
or 2

@lI

E§) 25%

~ )' 01' ~ }'ov.lim 2) @l]

b/bj 2: 0,75

~~50

(

l , =bllh o*
b o =bo - 2 (tw + ro)
I)

This condition only apply when 13 ~ 0,85.

60% if the hidden seam is not welded and 80% if the hidden seam is welded. If the overlap
exceeds l'ov.lil11, or if the braces are rectangular sections with hi < b i and lor h j < b j. the connection
between the braces and chord face has to be checked for shear. @lI

E§) 2l/Lov,lim =
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Table 7.24: Design resistance of welded joints between RHS or CHS brace
members and channel section chords
of joint

K and N gap joints

Design resistance [i

I or 2, j

overlapped brace]

Brace failure

Chord failure

NO,Rd

K and N overlap joints

=

[(Ao -

Brace failure

I HJracje tall lure

50%:s Aov < 80%

Brace failure

N

'I,Rd

=j't(b
yi
i
.j

A" = Ao (1 a) bo to
bo* = bo - 2 (tw + '-0)

For RHS:

For CHS:

a=

a

0

For CBS braces
except for the chord shear @2], multiply the above resistances by nM and replace both
b l and hJ by d l as well as b2 and h2 by
Only the overlapping brace member j needs to be checked. The efficiency (i.e. the design resistance
of the joint divided by the design plastic resistance of the brace member) of the overlapped brace
memberj should be taken as equal to that of the
brace member.
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